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ABSTRACT

Elastic and inelastic finite element analyses have been carried out for the shell to
tubesheet junction of a C2- Hydrogenation reactor subject to pressure and temperature
actions.

Three geometrically different models have been tested to select the most efficient one for
applying the analysis. These models are symmetrical and differ from each other by the
amount of tube to tubesheet perforations and the type of the supporting tubes. It has been
shown that a tllbeshecl FE model with full perforation supported by combination ofthe link
and three- dimensional elements produces quite reasonable results as compared to other
proposed models.

FE elastic analysis was carried out for tubesheet thickness as per datasheet, and also for
reduced tubesheet and shell thicknesses. Results indicate that the lower thickness can be
employed and additional thickening ofthe tubesheet and adjacent shells is not required.
Inelastic analyses for the gross plastic deformation and progressive plastic deformation
design checks have been carried out for the data sheet original thickness as well as the
reduced thicknesses. Results indicate that in either case larger pressure in comparison with
data sheet values can be carried safely by tubesheet and adjacent shells.

Moreover, employing Melaln's shakedown theorem, it is shown that the residual stress
field created during a loading and unloading cycle will not grow during successive load and
unload cycles once the tube sheet is subject to cyclic actions and, hence, the tubesheet
shakes down to completely elastic behavior.

Fatigue analysis for both welded and unwelded region oftubesheet and shelljunction at
the groove location have indicated that the number of life cycles for this reactor is much
larger than the number of operating cycles anticipated to occur during the reactor life.

Radii effect analysis was performed in order to study the effect of radii size on the
magnitude of the stresses. Results of analysis indicate that small radii result in larger
stresses, which increase of this transition radius results in decrease of stresses down to a
minimum, and further increase leads to an increase of stresses. The optimum radius size has
been reported.

A manual calculation according to ASME Sec. VIII and EN 13445-3 Appendix 13 and
Annex J was performed to show the difference in results obtained according to these codes.
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Statement of the Problem

Various codes and standards give quite different values for the thickness of
tubesheets ofheat exchangers, and, based on this, fabrication time and overall price
will be quite different.

It has been suggested that considerable reduction in the cost of fixed tubesheet
heat exchangers can be obtained by employing the Direct Route in Design by
Analysis, according to EN 13445-3 Annex B.

The purpose of this work is the comparison of different results for various codes
and standards with the direct route approach, which requires linear-elastic ideal-
plastic Finite Element calculations.

The junction of a tubesheet to the shell of a fixed tubesheet heat exchanger for a
hydrogenation reactor of an olefin plant is to be modeled by means of ANS YS 8.1
software, in order to carry out the various finite element analyses that are required
to be performed in this method.

The results for the specified tubesheet thickness, based on ASME section VIII,
Division I and 2, and the standard EN 13445, Clause 13 and Annex J, shall be
compared with that ofthe Direct Route in Design by Analysis. In this investigation
for the Direct Route in Design by Analysis two constitutive laws are required in the
relevant design checks: A linear- elastic and a linear-elastic ideal-plastic
constitutive law.

Moreover, the effect of various radii sizes and shell thicknesses at the junction is
to be investigated because of their importance especially for fatigue life calculations.
In this investigation, linear analyses are to be performed for pressure and
temperature loadings, whilst for the determination ofthe GPO limit pressure and for
the shakedown design check a combination of pressure and temperature has been
considered.

Due to the base load operation, this reactor is considered not to be subject to
cyclic loading and, formally, in a classical admissibility check no fatigue
calculation is required. However fatigue checks are required in accordance wit~ the
requirements of EN 13445-3, the Direct Route does require a detailed fatigue design
check even if fatigue is not governing the design, is not considered to be a problem.
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1. Introduction

Study of plane surfaces bent to a simple geometry has a long history, going back to
Poisson who defined extension of inner and outer fibers of a plate in terms of the radius of
curvature for the purpose of arriving at bending equations.

His work has been extended by many others to cover plates of various shapes subject to
different loads and with different edge supports.Results ofthese efforts for circular solid
flat plate with various edge conditions was presented among others by Timoshenko[ I J.

Timoshenko formulated the deflection equation by studying bending of a flat plate due
to distributed loadings. He considered equilibrium, compatibility and elasticity equations
for this purpose.

The result of his equation for the deflection of a solid flat circular plate made of linear -
elastic material uniformly loaded and with clamped edge is

w=qa4/(16.D) (I. ])

There w is the maximum deflection, q the uniformly distributed load, a the plate radius, and
o is the plate flexural rigidity, D = Ee3

/] 2 (1- v2
), with e the plate thickness.

With regard to the application of this equation to a fixed tubesheet heat exchanger some
factors require specific attention. These factors are:
( I ) The effect of plate perforation.
(2) The effect ofan imperforated rim with pressure loading as it interacts with the

perforated part ofthe plate.
(3) The effect of the staying action of the tubes specifically those close to the rim.
(4) The effect ofdifferential thermal expansion due to different temperatures and! or

different materials, tubes, tubesheets, shells.
These considerations have been subject of extensive studies by many researchers, the

effect of perforation on flat plate deflection and resulting stresses subject of analytical and
experimental work in the early 1960's.

Gardner [2-4] proposed to replace the perforated plates with a solid plate with elastic
constants appropriately adjusted. A review ofthe research including extensive literature
survey is given in [6], with the milestone papers [7- I0] included in full.

Based on Gardner's work, ASME and other codes adopted his proposals for the
calculation an effective modulus of elasticity and an effective Poisson's ratio.

In early 1980's, these curves were extended to lower thickness ranges with inclusion of
more general features [9, IOJ.

The lateral deflection ofthe plate with respect to the outer edge ofthe imperforated rim
is governed by the classical plate solution, given, in the present context, among others by
Soler[ I 1)[ I2] in the form

(I.2)
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where D is the perforated plate effective stiffness, K an elastic foundation parameter
reflecting the staying effect ofthe tube bundle, and Q the imposed loading or any other
action that acts like an imposed loading.

The solution of equation (1.2) involves Bessel (Ber and Bei) functions and a parameter
Xa, which represents the ratio ofthe axial stiffness ofthe tube bundle to the bending
rigidity ofthe perforated plate, having the form

Xa4 =24(I-v.2)(nE(d-t)t)(a/h)3 /(E*La) (1.3)

In the equation above E* and v* are the effective tubesheet modulus of elasticity and
Poisson's ratio. L is the tube free length between tubesheet inside faces, n the number of
tubes, E the tube modulus of elasticity, and d and t are the tube outer diameter and the
thickness, respectively. H is the tubesheet thickness and a the radius ofthe perforated
region. A manual computation is possible with the aid of the series of charts from which
values of the Bessel functions versus Xa can be obtained. Staying action of tubes has been
considered by replacing tubes by equivalent elastic foundation modulus.

This approach is employed in many codes and standards like ASME, CODAP, EN
13445 - 3, Clause 13, etc. A different approach is used in Annex J ofEN 13445 - 3[14], an
approach based on limit analysis concepts.

Another, very different, very general approach is specified in Annex B of EN 13445 - 3,
the Direct Route to Design by Analysis, which allows for the usage of finite element
method (FEM) software in specified design checks. Out of the number of design checks
defined in Annex B three are of relevance here. These checks are:

• The gross plastic deformation design check (GPO - DC).
• The progressive plastic deformation design check (PO - DC).
• The cyclic fatigue design check (F-DC)
In short these three design checks are related to the modes of failure for which the

component should possess adequate safety margins. These failure modes are encumbered
failure criteria based on limit load theory, shakedown theory, and fatigue theory.

The gross plastic deformation and progressive plastic deformation design checks
cannot be dealt with in an elastic analysis, as the corresponding failure mechanism is
inelastic. Ideally, these inelastic failure modes should be assessed by appropriate analyses
that adequately model the mechanism of failure.
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2. Basic Data and Mechanical Properties of the Considered
Heat Exchanger

The considered e2-Hydrogenation reactor is the largest and heaviest heat exchanger in
an Olefin plant. This special heat exchanger, considered here, is actually a chemical reactor
with 3200 tubes. It is considered to be a long delivery equipment, due to its very large
inside diameter and considerable time required for tubesheet drilling, tubes installation, and
various welding steps.

Dimensions, properties, and basic material information, which are repeatedly referred
to, are given below [15]:

2.1 Dimensions, design data and basic material type

Shell inside diameter = 4250 mm
Channel inside diameter = 4230 mm
Outside Tube Limit (OTL) = 4136 mm
Tube pitch = 69 mm
Tube pattern = 60°
Thickness oftubesheet = 135 mm
Shell thickness channel side = 90 mm
Shell thickness shell side = 70 mm
Corrosion allowance = 3 mm, with the exception oftubes, for which zero is

specified
Design fluid temperature on tube side = -4/190°C
Design fluid temperature on shell side = -4/145°e
Design pressure shell side = 1 MPa
Design pressure tube side = 4 MPa
Shell side test pressure = 6 MPa
Tube side test pressure = 1.5 MPa
Shell side mean wall temperature = 50°C
Tubesheet mean wall temperature = 100°C
Calculated temperature for selection of material properties:

Shell material channel side = 190°C
Shell material tube side = 145°C
Tubesheet material = 167.5°e
Tube material = 167.5 oe
Basic materials:

Tube material: SA 334 Gr. I
Tube sheet material: SA 266 CI. 2
Lower shell material: SA 516 Gr. 70
Upper shell material: SA 516 Gr. 70
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Figure (2.1) below indicates some additional dimensions, as given on the data sheet of
the considered heat exchanger. All thicknesses are uncorroded actual minimum permissible
thicknesses after manufacture.
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Fig (2.1) Basic dimensions and mechanical features

(2.2) Basic Material Data

(A) The material physical properties are extracted from EN 13445-3 Annex 0
and have been cross-checked with ASME See II, Part D. Values are reported at
the calculation temperature. In this regard E is the modulus of elasticity, cr is the
allowable stress, and a is the mean coefficient of linear thermal expansion.

(B) Allowable stresses are calculated based on EN 13445, Clause 6, using yield and
tensile properties reported by ASME Sect. II, Part D at calculation temperature. Table
(2.2.1), (2.2.I.A) and (2.2.2) below provide the material information, table (2.2.3) gives the
allowable stress values based on ASME Section VIII Division I. Table (2.2.4) gives the
allowable stress intensity according to EN I3445-Clause 6.
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Table (2.2.1) Material Properties Data at Calculated Temperature e

at E(MPa) a d Rm Rp,0.2/ Rp,0.2/ teala

(l/oC) 20°C tcalc (OC)
.10-6 ( MPA) ( MPA) ( MPA)

SA 516 192000 12.7 485 260 225.75 190
Gr 70b

SA 516 195000 12.42 485 260 232 145
Gr 70e

SA 266 193875 12.51 485 250 217.5 167.5
Cl2
SA 334 193875 12.51 380 205 181.5 167.5
Grl
a Calculation temperatures are :

• Fluid design temperature for shell material channel side.
• Fluid design temperature for shell material shell side.
• Average design temperature of shell and tube sides for tube sheet and tubes.

b Channel side.
e Shell side.
d a depends on teal
e Rm is the ultimate stress at 20°C, Rp 0.2/20 is the material yield strength at 20°C,

or the 0.2% - proof stress, and Rp,0.2/tcalc is the material yield strength, or the
0.2 %- proof stress, at calculation temperature.
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Table (2.2.1.A) Variation of Material Yield Strength, in MPa, with
Temperature

TOC up to 40 50 65 100 108 125

Materi

SA 516 260 255 246 239 238 235
Gr 70
SA 266 250 242 233 227 226 223
CI2
SA 334 205 201 195 189 188 186
Grl
SA 537 310 303 292 283 282 279
CI 1a

a 64< t < = 100 where t is thickness.

Table (2.2.2) Material Properties Defined for DBA (MPat,d

~

RpO.2 Rm/20 RpO.2/lcalc YR RM RMd•rcd'

It metal IRm

SA 238 485 .49 1.25 190 165
516Gr70b

SA 255 485 .53 1.25 204 176.6
516Gr70c

SA 226 485 .47 1.25 180.8 156.6
266CL2
SA 188 380 .49 1.25 150.4 130.2
334Grl
SA 282 485 .58 1.25 225.6 195
537CI2 c

a For RM = Rp 0.2/1 calc

b Channel side shell
c Shell side shell
d Symbols according to EN-13445 Annex B.
c Proposed material for upper shell to make it stronger.
f Reduced design value for usage with Mises yield condition.
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Table (2.2.3) Material allowable stress (MPa) from ASME Div 1a

Allowable Allowable Allowable Allowable teal
stress in stress in stress in stress in (OC)
tension shear bending - bending-
(MPa) (MPa) Pressure Pressure

(MPa) & Temp.
MPa)

SA 266CL. 2 138 110.34 275.86 552 167.5

SA 108.2 86.62 216.55 432.8 167.5
334Gr. 1

SA 138 110.34 275.86 552 190
516Gr: 70

a Calculation temperatures are:
• Fluid design temperature for shell material in channel side.
• Fluid design temperature for shell material shell side.
• Average design temperature of shell and tube sides for tubesheet and

tubes.
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Table (2.2.4) Material allowable stress(MPA) from EN-13445: DBF

allow Allowable Allowable Allowable teal a

Stress stress in stress in stress in (OC)
value- shear bending- bending-
Tension (MPa) Pressure Pressure &
(MPa) ( MPa) Temperature

(MPa)
SA 266 145 116 290 435 167.5
CI.2

SA 334 121 96.8 242 363 167.5
Gr.1

SA 516 150.5 120.4 301 451.5 190
Gr. 70

a Calculation temperatures are:
• Fluid design temperature for shell material in channel side.
• Fluid design temperature for shell material shell side.
• Average design temperature of shell and tube sides for tube sheet

and tubes.
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3. Code Description and Results of Manual Calculations

The methods for calculation oftubesheets, as given below in the considered codes,
use the concept of the equivalent solid plate. In this method the perforated plate is
replaced by a solid plate that is geometrically identical to the perforated plate but
has modified values of the elastic constants - modulus of elasticity and Poisson's
ratio.

3.1 ASME Sec. VIIII13I:
In this code, the basic equations with regard to fixed tubesheets are provided

according to the classical plate theory with modifications for the plate perforation.

A. Divison 1:
For fixed tubesheets, Div 1 covers, in article AA-2.6, the effect of plasticity at the

tube sheet to channel or shell joints. This article suggests that if loading is such that
high discontinuity stresses exist at the channel-to-tubesheet and/or shell-to-
tubesheet joints, to alleviate this condition a decision may be made to change the
geometries of the shells or the tubesheet in order to meet all stress limits given in
AA-2.4. These stress limits given in AA- 2.4 are limits on tubesheet shear and
bending stresses and tube streses in the outermost tube row. These limitations are:

I cr I ~ 1.5 n s
I T I ~ 0.8 S

where
cr is the bending stress in the tube sheet,
T is the average shear stress in the tubesheet at the outer edge of the perforated

regIOn,
S is the allowable stress for the tubesheer material,
n is the allowable stress ampli fication factor, (4/3) for pressure loading and (8/3)

for pressure and temperature loadings. For the value ofthe above parameters, see
table (3.3.1).

In certain cases, when the tube sheet stress level is below the limit, but either or
both ofthe shell or channel bending plus membrane stresses exceed their limits, an
additional "elastic-plastic" solution step may be taken. This permits an adjustment
ofthe shell andl or channel modulus of elasticity, which in turn affects the rotation
ofthe joint. Adjustment ofthe modulus of elasticity reflects the anticipated load
shift resulting from plastic action at the joint.

This code also emphasizes that the elastic-plastic procedure shall only be used for
pressure loading. However, it is indicated that the introduction of a reduced
effective modulus has the effect of reducing the shell or channel stress in the
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elastic-plastic iteration; however due to load shifting, this usually leads to an
increase in tubesheet stress.

Results of manual calculations according to the code procedure are covered in the
table given below.

B. Div 2:
The procedure presented in this code for a fixed tubesheet is also based on the

concept ofthe equivalent solid plate with basic plate theory and with additional
consideration of radial stresses coming from the pressure acting at the inside of the
tubes.
Article 4-931.1 gives the mechanical and pressure load on circular plates. This
article gives the stress intensity, based on stresses across the minimum ligament
width and through the thickness ofthe plate. Equations (I) and (2), of Article 4.931,
give the stresses across the minimum ligament width and through the thickness of
the plate. These equations are given below. The larger value calculated according to
these equations should be selected.The following descriptions are used

S = (PIh) -.J[(l1p R*/t) + (W/rrtR*)2 + (ar)2l, (1)
or

S = (0.5)(PIh){-.J[(l1p R*/t) + (w/rrtR*)2 + (arYl + ar + (2PN P)}, (2)

where S is the equivalent stress, called here stress intensity, P is the tube inside
pressure, l1p is the differential pressure across tube sheet, R* is the effective radius
of perforated plate, h is the nominal width of ligament the minimum cross section,
t is the thickness of tube sheet, w is the radial displacement of tubesheet edge, and
ar is the radial stress averaged through the depth of the equivalent solid plate.

The first term in equations (I) and (2) under the square root reflects the effect of
the transverse shear stress due to the mechanical and pressure loads. It is maximum
in the outer most ligament ofthe perforated region. The averaged radial stress ar is
the stress resulting from applied in- plane loading averaged over the thickness ofthe
equivalent solid plate. It includes the stresses due to pressure in the tubes or
perforations. No bending stresses are included.

By reviewing the article the following points can be highlighted:
A) Effect oftubesheet displacement and/or rotations due to shell movement is

not clearly defined.
ß) Article 4-904( c) states that staying action of tubes is not covered.
C) Article 4- 920(d) asks for a discontinuity analysis by considering the

imperforated rim as a separate ring or cylinder based on Article 4-7, but
requirements and details for such an analysis are not provided directly in the code.

D) The scope is limited to a tube sheet thickness to pitch ratio not smaller
than 2.0- the ratio of the heat exchanger under discussion is out side of the scope.
Due to overall consideration it was therefore decided not to provide the Div 2
calculations in this work.
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3.2 EN 13445-3:

Among other types ofheat exchangers, Clause 13 and Annex J provide rules for
the design ofthe fixed tube type. The relations provided in Clause 13 are based on
the classical elastic theory ofthin plates and shells with the assumption oftubesheet
staying on an elastic foundation created by tubes, similar to the ASME approach.

Annex J provides an alternative method based on limit analysis. This annex
assumes constant shell thickness at the junction. The basic equations are still
derived by classical plate theory with account for various stresses. The created
stress field is then simply compared with allowable limits that are based on limit
analysis theory.

The procedure tabulated in Appendix J for the calculation of staying effect of
tubes is structurally undetermined for fixed tubesheets. This fact requires the
calculation with various values, minimum, maximum, and, possibly intermediate
values. It is the code recommendation that, by making series of assumptions, the
most favorable final result should be used. This can affect the final conclusion.

3.3 Results and discussions of results of codes calculations

For the purpose of design work, the various loading conditions to be considered
shall include the normal operating conditions, the start- up conditions, the shut-
down conditions, the upset and the pressure test conditions, that may govern the
design ofthe main components ofthe heat exchanger (i.e. tubesheets, tubes, shell,
channel).
The related load cases are,

• Load case 1: Tube-side pressure (pt=4 MPa) and shell-side pressure (Ps=I
MPa) acting simultaneously, without thermal expansion.

• Load case 2: Tube -side ( pt=4 MPa) and shell-side pressures(ps = 1 MPa)
acting simultaneously and with thermal expansion.

• Load case 3: Shell-side pressure (Ps = 1 MPa) acting only, without thermal
expansIon.

• Load case 4: Tube-side pressure (pt=4 MPa) acting only, without thermal
expansIon.

• Load case 5: Thermal expansion acting only.
• Load case 6: Tube-side pressure(pt= 4 MPa) acting only, with thermal

expansIOn.
• Load case 7: Shell-side pressure acting only (Ps =1 MPa), with thermal

expansIon.
• Load case 8: Tube side pressure (Pt= 6.6 MPa), thermal expansion, no shell

side pressure with shell side temperature of 50°C. This load case is used for
preparation oftable (8.I.A.I).

For purpose ofthis work, only the load cases with most severe effect, as given
below, have been considered. The load cases considered are:
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Load case I: Tube- side pressure(Pt=4 MPa) and shell side pressure(Ps =1 MPa)
acting simultaneously with out thermal expansion.

Load case 2: Tube-side pressure (Pt=4 MPa) and shell side pressure (Ps =1 MPa)
acting simultaneously and with thermal expansion.

All calculations have been carried out at corroded condition.

Table (3.3.1) gives tabulated results.

Table (3.3.1): Results of calculation according to codes( A)

Load (Jb,max Tmax Ta (Jb.a TmaxI (Jb,max Notes
Case Ta / (Jb,a

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

EN Pressure 266.64 63 116 290 0.44 0.92 (F)
13445-
3
Clause Pres.+ 130.33 30.8 116 435 0.27 0.30 fallow=3f

13 Temp. (E)

Annex Pressure - - - 0.88 0.51 (8)

J 0.39

ASME Pressure 265.53 56 110 275.86 0.51 0.96 (C), (D)
Sec.
VIII Pres. + 115 40.2 110 552 0.68 0.36

Div.l Temp.

Notes:
(A) (Jb,max is the maximum calculated bending stress, (MPa),

Tmax is the maximum calculated shear stress (MPa),
Ta is the allowable stress in shear (MPa),
(Jb,a is the allowable stress in bending (MPa).

(8) Uniform wall thickness is assumed. The Annex J method is based on the
calculation of load ratios for bending and shear, the ratios are for the imperforated
region. The method presented does not contain effects ofthermal stresses in this
part ofthe check. The 0.39 is the optimum value of CJb,rnaxlCJb,a.optimal for
the whole structure

(C) Curves for the effective elastic tube sheet constants do not depend on the tube
sheet thickness.

(D) ASME Sec.VIII, Div. 2 has not been considered, since the staying action of tubes
is not covered. Also, curves for equivalent elastic properties are out of the
graphs' limit.

(E) f is the allowable stress in tension, see table (2.2.4).
(F) The allowable stress in shear is .8f, the allowable stress in bending is 2f.
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Comparing shear stresses due to pressure only, the ASME procedure gives
slightly larger values than the EN Standard, whereas for bending EN gives slightly
larger values. It should be noted that the effective elastic tubesheet constants in
ASME VIlli I, which do not depend on the tube sheet thickness, seem to be less
accurate than those of EN 13445-3, which do depend on the tube sheet thickness.
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4. FEA Models and Boundary Conditions

This chapter deals with the FE models used in the direct route approach of design
by analysis, which is covered in chapter five.

A. Model Selection

The FEA has been carried out by ANSYS version 8.1. The primary step was to
decide on the model geometry and its overall dimensions. Three different models
were considered and, based on the results obtained, one was selected for the
additional detailed investigations.

The investigated models are:

(I) Quarter of the size model (called full model) - Fig (4.1.1 - 4.1.5)

The geometry ofthis model has been constructed in a stepwise fashion in the
following way:

• Bottom up, with consideration of the actual geometry and for Y4of the tube sheet
surface.

• The model covers all tubes in the region, tube sheet and connecting shells with
grooves at the junctions.

• The model has been created basically by swap and extrude commands, at first the
tubesheet layout was constructed and then relevant areas were extruded.

• All the three-dimensional tubes for half oftheir length and within the plane of90°
symmetry have been included in the model. This type of modeling has also been
employed by Jones and Gordon( 16].

• Solid 45 elements have been uniformly employed everywhere throughout the
model with good aspect ratio at llibeshecl, radii and connection points.
Other parts have fair aspect ratios.

• Usage of long elements has been avoided everywhere.
• For this model true elastic constants have been used due to the very exact

geometry.
• This model contains 501912 nodes and 254545 elements, which, although

giving efficient geometry, requires considerable time and memory storage for
numerical calculations of inelastic parts.

(II) One eighth of the size model( called link model) - Fig (4.2.1 - 4.2.2)

The second model was constructed in the following way:
• The geometry covers Jl8 ofthe llibesheel surface.
• The model covers some ofthe pipes, tubesheet, grooves, and shells at the

junction.
• This model has also been constructed by swap and extrude commands.
• The tubesheet for the three outermost rows of tubes is perforated and for the

rest it is a solid plate.
• The perforated zone is fitted with three- dimensional tubes, and for the rest ofthe

tubesheet link 20 elements have been placed at locations where in reality tubes are.
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• The three- dimensional tubes have half oftheir length.
• Elements are solid 45 and link elements.
• For this model true elastic constants have been used for the tubesheet on the

perforated and the rim region and reduced ones for non-perforated parts (ofthe
tubesheet).

• The model is made of 18211 elements and 27280 nodes.

(III) Sector of tube sheet face (called sector model) - Fig. (4.2.3 - 4.2.4 )

The third model has been constructed in the following way:
• The geometry is of a cake type.
• The models covers three-dimensional tubes, tubesheet, and connecting shells,

with the grooves at the junctions.
• The model has been constructed by swap and extrude commands.
• The tubesheet has been modeled as a perforated plate.
• A large portion ofthe perforated zone has been fitted with three- dimensional

tubes.
• Holes which are not equipped with 3D tubes are supported in vertical

direction with link elements to simulate the missing pipes. The number of
link elements for each hole is twelve.

• Solid 45 elements have been used everywhere in the model with good aspect
ratios in the tubesheet and grooves and at the junction points, and with acceptable
values elsewhere.

• True elastic constants have been used everywhere in the model.
• The model consists of 42482 elements and 82238 nodes.

In comparison with the simpler link model, this model is much more accurate, and
since it covers all the holes in the region, the values of the elastic constants are the true
values. Moreover, staying action oftubes are captured by both ofthe link and three-
dimensional tubes.

(IV) Tested Models

Due to various considerations and trade-offbetween accuracy, simplicity,
computational time, and memory requirements for selection of optimized model,
each model has been tested for the same load case according to the data presented in
section 2.

It is concluded that the sector type model is the most feasible one. Therefore,
this model has been used for all the other aspects of this work. It should also be
noted that for the full model, once it is read in, ANSYS requires additional memory
space in fonn of RAM, so that this could be used as a scratch file. Often this
required memory allocation had to be adjusted such that the program could read and
run internal Boolean operations.
Table (4.1) and the graphs (4.1.1 to 4.2.4) below give the result ofthe displacement
comparison for the various models.
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Table (4.1) Model Comparison - Maximum Displacements (mm)
( Ptube= 4.0 MPa, Pshell= 1.0 MPa , ambient temperature)

~ Tube Sheet Tubes Shell
Link 0.5 1.0 1.48

Full 0.329 1.403 1.43

Sector 0.324 1.309 1.27

Fig. (4.1.1): Full model: geometry
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P'JGl - Pel:"forat~d Tub~ Sheet Jsometl:".1c

Fig. (4.1.2): Full Model: Tubesheet
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Fig. (4.1.3): Full Model: Pressure Loadings
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Fig. (4.1.4A): Full Model :Tubesheet Displacement
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Fig. (4.1.4B): Full Model: Tubesheet Displacement
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Fig. (4.1.4): Full model: Tube displacement
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Fig. (4.1.5): Full model: Shell displacement
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Tube Sheet to Shell JUnct10n

Fig. (4.2.1.A): Link Model: Tubesheet geometry
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Fig. (4.2.1.B): Link Model: Tube geometry
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Fig. (4.2.1.C): Link Model: Link element geometry
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Fig. (4.2.2): Link model: Tubesheet displacement
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Fig. (4.2.3.A): Sector model: Geometry
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Fig. (4.2.4.B): Sector model: Tubesheet displacement (mm)
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Fig. (4.2.4.C): Sector model: Tube displacement (mm)
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Fig. (4.2.4.0): Sector model: Shell displacement (mm)

(B) Displacement Boundary Conditions

All nodes of elements located at the edges ofthe tubesheet or shells have been
assigned with symmetry boundary conditions. These nodes cannot rotate but they are
allowed to have radial displacements.

3D pipes or link elements are fixed in vertical direction at the lower end, and they are
attached to the tubesheet elements at the other end. For 3D tubes and link elements the fix
points only prevent the vertical movements and all other displacements or rotations are free.

To take into account the effect ofthe head reaction to applied pressure, which
imposes longitudinal stress on the channel side, vertical forces at the uppermost points have
been introduced.

The value of these nodal forces is given by the quotient at the amount of longitudinal
stresses and the available area.

For the shell-side shell, the nodes at the lower part are fixed in aU aspects since these
nodes are in the heat exchanger middle plane.

(C) Load Boundary Conditions and Load Cases

Actions at these boundary conditions are the pressure and the temperature that are
applied in the various load cases.

For the inelastic analysis temperature effects have not bcen considered in the gross
plastic deformation design checks since their incorporation is not required aecording to the
code: Thermal stresses are self" equilibrating, and , therefore, they do not affect the results
of a limit analysis investigation, and are thus not to be included in this check. The
considered load cases are:
• Operating load case with design pressure and design temperature in clastic

investigations.
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• Pressure increase up to maximum allowable value according to the
requirements of the direct route in design by analysis for gross plastic
deformation checks (inelastic analysis).

• Pressure cycles up to maximum allowable value and back to zero, along with
constant temperature distribution according to the requirements ofthe direct route
in design by analysis for progressive plastic deformation design check (inelastic
analysis).

• Pressure cycle up to the maximum value and back to zero along with constant
temperature distribution for extracting maximum stresses as required in the
fatigue design check (elastic analysis).
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5. Elastic Analysis

Elastic analysis ofthe reactor has been carried out with regard to two separate
goals. For the first goal the linear analysis has been carried out for the purpose of
comparison between results obtained by FEA analysis and various code formulas.
For the second goal the elastic analysis has been carried out to investigate the
reactor performance under cyclic fatigue loading.

5.1 Model Elastic Calculation

Based on the data presented in part 4 of this work for the selected sector model,
the elastic analysis with elastic material parameter at relevant temperature has been
carried out. Detailed studies were carried out for five cases to observe tube sheet
behavior under various loadings. The considered load cases are:
• Load case 1: Pressure only (table 5.1).

In this load case, the tubesheet, the tubes, and the upper shell, are subjected
to 4 MPa pressure, and the lower shell to no pressure. All parts are at ambient
temperature. In other parts ofthis work this load case is often referred to.
• Load cases 2and 3: Temperature only ( table 5.2 and 5.3).

Since EN 13445 Annex J for the tube sheet is based on mean
temperatures instead oftrue temperature distributions, load case 3 has been
performed to cover this condition. Load case 2 covers the temperature
distribution according to the data sheet.
• Load case 4: normal operating condition ( table 5.4).

For the combination ofpressure and temperature see table 5.4. This table
indicates the result of load case 4. In this load case tubesheet and tubes are
subjected to 3 MPa pressure while the upper shell and the lower shell are subjected
to 4 and I MPa respectively. All parts have a temperature distribution according to
the data sheet.
• Load case 5: Normal operating pressures but no temperature ( table 5.5).

This load case covers the pressure loading only: 3 MPa on the tubesheet, 4
MPa on the upper shell, and I MPa on the lower shell. This load case has been
investigated for observing the amount of displacements due to pressure loadings
(Table 5.5), and serves as a comparison for load case 4 .
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(5.1) Tables of Results of FEA Linear Analysis

Table (5.1):- pressure only( load case 1)

~

upper Lower
tubesheet tubes shell shell

Maximum .725 2.805 1.247 .724
displacement
(mm)
Max. Mises 197.27 107.2 136.]5 92.05
equivalent
stress (MPa)

Table (5.2): Temperature distribution according to data sheet,
no pressure (load case 2).

tubesheet
2.]88

95.2

tubes
2.]6

76.3

upper
shell
3.02

77.8

lower
shell
1.6

64.4

Table (5.3): Mean temperature on tubesheet: temperature
distribution else where: no pressure (load case 3).

tubesheet tubes

2.04 2.04

99.73 86.9
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Table (5.4): Normal operating condition (load case 4)
(pressure and temperature according to data sheet)

Tubesheet Tubes Upper Lower
shell shell

Maximum 2.38 2.38 4.12 2.07
Displacement
mm

Max. Mises 149.02 70.36 107.93 121.36
equivalent
stress (MPa)

Table (5.5): Normal operating condition (load case 5)
(no temperature, pressure according to data sheet)

Tubesheet Tubes Upper Lower
Shell shell

Maximum 0.65 2.46 1.16 0.65
Displacement
mm

Max. Mises 181.7 87.26 131.99 102.7
equivalent
stress (MPa)

Table (5.6) combines the results ofthe above tables, and below that table the
results are discussed. The following graphs give details for each load case.

(5.1.1) Graphs for load case 4

Figures (5.1.1.1) to (5.1.1.11) show the relevant results. The load case considered
is: pressure with 3.0 MPa on the tubesheet, 1 MPa on the lower shell, and 4.0 MPa
on the upper shell, with temperature distribution according to the data sheet.
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Figure (5.1.1.1): Loadings according to load case 4

57.25 71.75 86.25
Elastic: Ptube Sht=3 MPa: Pupper shell=4 Hpa: Temp Distribution

50 64.5 79
I
93.5 108

100.75

Figure (5.1.1.2): Tubesheet temperature distribution °C.
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Fig. (5.1.1.3): Overall displacement, load case 4
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Fig. (5.1.1.4): Tubesheet displacement, load case 4
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Fig. (5.1.1.5): Tubesheet, Mises equivalent stresses, load case 4
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Fig.(5.1.1.6): 3D tube displacements, load case 4
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Fig. (5.1.1.7): 3D tubes: Mises equivalent stresses (MPa), load case 4
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Fig.(5.1.1.8): Upper shell displacement (mm), load case 4
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Fig.(5.1.1.9) :Upper shell, Mises equivalent stress (MPa), load case 4
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Fig.(5.1.1.10): Lower shell displacements (mm), load case 4
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Fig. (5.1.1.11) Lower shell, Mises equivalent stress (MPa), load case 4

(5.1.2) Graphs for load case 1

Figures (5.1.2.1) to (5.1.2.10) show the relevant results of load case 1: 4.0 MPa on
tubesheet, tubes, and upper shell. No pressure on the lower shell. Ambient
temperature.
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Figure (5.1.2.2): Tubesheet displacement (mm), load case 1
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Figure (5.1.2.3): Tubesheet Mises equivalent stresses (MPa), load case 1
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Figure (5.1.2.4): 3D tube displacements (mm), load case 1
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Figure (5.1.2.5): 3D tubes: Mises equivalent stresses (MPa), load case 1
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Figure (5.1.2.6): Link element displacement (mm), load case 1
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Figure (5.1.2.7): Lower shell displacement (mm), load easel
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Figure (5.1.2.8): Lower shell Mises equivalent stresses (MPa), load case 1
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Figure (5.1.2.9): Upper shell Mises equivalent stresses (MPa) , load case 1
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Figure (5.1.2.10): Upper shell displacement (mm), load case 1
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(5.1.3) Graphs for load case 2
Figures (5.1.3.1) to (5.1.3.9) show the relevant results ofload case 2: no

pressure on tubesheet, tubes, upper and lower shell. Temperature distribution
according to the data sheet.
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Figure (5.1.3.2): Tubesheet displacement (mm), load case 2
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Figure (5.1.3.3): Tube sheet Mises equivalent stress (MPa), load case 2
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Figure (5.1.3.4): Tube displacement (mm), load case 2
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Figure (5.1.3.5): Tubes equivalent ofMises stress (MPa), load case 2
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Figure (5.1.3.9): Upper shell Mises equivalent stress (MPa), load case 2
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(5.1.4) Graphs for case 3 (no pressure and mean temperature)

Figures (5.1.4.1 to 5.1.4.9) show the various results for the case 3: no pressure,
temperature distribution according to data sheet except for the tubesheet for which
the mean temperature 79°C was used.
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Figure (5.1.4.1): Geometry and loadings
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Figure (5.lA.2): Tubesheet displacement (mm), load case 3
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Figure (5.lA.3): Tubesheet Mises stress (MPa), load case 3
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(5.1.5) Graphs for load case 5

Figures (5.1.5.1) to (5.1.5.9) show the various results for case 5: normal operating
pressure according to data sheet and no temperature.
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Figure (5.1.5.1): Geometry and loadings
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Figure (5.1.5.9): Upper shell Mises equivalent stress (MPa), load case 5
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5.2 Results and discussion of results

To compare the results for the various load cases, table (5.6) has been prepared:

Table (5.6) Maximum Mises equivalent stress (MPa) and maximum deflection of
various parts (mm) for all considered load cases

Pressure Temp. Temp. Normal Normal
only- only only- operating operating

Load no temp. data mean pressure pressure,
cases ( load sheet value + temp. no temp.
Items case 1) (load (load (load (load

case 2) case 3) case 4) case 5)

Tube stress 197.27 95.2 99.73 149.02 181.7
sheet deflect. .725 2.18 2.04 2.38 .65
3-D stress 107.2 76.32 86.9 70.36 87.262
Tube deflect. 2.805 2.16 2.04 2.38 2.46
Upper stress 136.15 77.81 68.89 107.93 131.99
shell deflect. 1.247 3.03 3.04 4.12 1.16
Lower stress 92.05 64.4 59.2 121.36 102.7
shell deflect. .724 1.6 1.6 2.07 .65

To conclude the results for the above load cases the following conclusion can be
noted, based on table (5.6) above:

Temperature imposes larger displacements in comparison to pressure but stresses
due to pressure have larger values.

It should be noted that the values ofthermal stresses are strongly affected by
degree ofthe flexibility various parts.

It also can be observed, by examination ofthe results oftubesheet displacement as
calculated under load case 4 and 5, that from the 2.38 mm oftotal tubeshcet
displacement under load case 4, 0.65 mm results from pressure loading and the rest
is due to temperature.

The reactor behavior under various conditions can be described as follows:
• Tubesheet movement is greatly affected by the movement ofthe tubes and

the attached shells.
• Tubes move up under temperature and few rows ofthem, close to the

imperforated region, will bend as a result of the interaction of movement
coming from the shells.

• Under temperature loading only, tubcshœl moves up uniformly except in
the rim area close to and at the grooves. At these locations some restriction
comes from the adjoining shells.

• Under pressure loading only, tube sheet moves down except at the rim. The
rim portion is dominated by rotation of the upper shell, which pushes the
tubesheet in this region up.
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• Rim of the tubesheet, which is extended below the upper shell, rotates
slightly down due to the bending action enforcing by the upper shell
movement.

• Upper shell extends itself in radial and axial directions. This displacement
influences the tubesheet movement at and close to most ofthe regions.

• The lower shell with much lower pressure brings extra stiffness to the region,
and it acts as a peripheral support for the tubesheet, preventing adjoining
tubesheet axial displacement in the region ofthe attachment.
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5.3 Fatigue Considerations

During the usefullife ofthe reactor just a few operating cycles are expected to
occur. Cycles could come from startups and shutdowns, process upsets, and cases
related to overall plant load adjustments.

The variation in loads can cause fatigue damage, and cracks may grow and
propagate to some critical size with possibilities oftotal failure.
To check the effect of cyclic actions on the reactor, a fatigue calculation according
to EN 13445-3 Section 18 and Annex P has been carried out.

According to Niemi [26] and Petershagen [27] at a notch such as a weld toe usage
of20 noded solid element with 3-point integration to model the nonlinear stress
distribution across the plate thickness usually produces poor results. The correct
linear stress distribution can be obtained using 8 node linear solid elements. This
type ofmodeling is employed in the present FEA model.

The calculation has been performed for the critical regions of the reactor. These
are locations in the various regions, welded and unwelded, with largest stresses
coming from pressure and temperature actions, locations which are, therefore, the
most susceptible to fatigue damage.

The selected locations for checking are the seam weld between tubesheet and the
upper shell, and in the tubesheet material at the location of maximum local stress in
the grooves on the channel side.

To start the calculation, a linear analysis has been performed for the load case
with design pressure on the tube side (pt=4 MPa) and no pressure on the shell
side(ps=O MPa) and ambient temperature(LC 1) as well as one additional load case
with design pressure on tube side(pt=4 MPa), no shell side pressure(ps=O MPa) and
temperature distribution according to the data sheet from 50 to 108 °C( LC 1A).

These load cases corresponds to the maximum allowable pressure in one case and
maximum allowable pressure coupled with temperature distribution in the other
case. The maximum principal stresses have been extracted from FEA calculations
and fatigue calculation is performed for the governing case. Details with regard to
fatigue check are given on the following sections.

5.3.1 Seam Weld Location (welded region)

5.3.1.1 Stresses

For welded regions the proper approach uses the range ofthe maximum absolute
value of principal structural stresses normal or parallel to the weld joint direction.
Values ofprincipal stresses extracted from FEA calculations ofthe above load
cases are given on table (5.3.1), (5.3.1.1), (5.3.2) and (5.3.2.1).

Figure (5.3.1) shows the geometricallocation of node 68075 and other
neighboring nodes at the surface. Node 68075 is located on the weld line joining the
tube sheet to the upper shell.

Figures show a jump of principal stresses at the node 6807. The jump is caused in
the post -processing, extrapolation from element interior points to surface points
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and averaging values. The larger ofthe extrapolated value is used in the figure
calculation.

Therefore, the largest of principal stresses from above or below of this node
should be adapted for the further calculations.

Surface nodes above node 68075 belong to elements with SA 516 Gr 70 material
and surface nodes, below 68075 are belong to elements with SA 226 Cl2 material
properties. Figure (5.3.1) shows the geometric locations ofnodes 68075, 70861,
70862,70863,68073,68072 and 68069.

Node 68075 is directly located on the weld line joining tubesheet to the upper
shell, node 70863 is located 150 mm above the node number 68075 and other nodes
are in between with equal distance. Figure (5.3.2) shows the variation ofthe first
principal stress at these nodes under LCl.

More over, nodes 68069, 68071 and 68073 are located with in the radii surface,
they are located close to each other and are with in small distance from weld line
node (68075).

Figure (5.3.3) shows the variation ofthe first principal stress at these nodes under
LCl, table (5.3.1.) gives the principal stress values extracted from FEA out put for
these nodes.

In regard to the surface nodes ofthe upper shell the result of quadratic
extrapolations ofthese stresses, based on equation 5.3.1, given below, and
according to figure 18.3 ofsection 18 ofthe code, is given in table (5.3.4). Whereas
it is admissible to use directly the values of principal stresses taken at the node
number 68075 (which is directly on the weld line), the code prescribes, for welded
regions, the usage of structural stress, i.e. the neglecting of peak stresses obtained
by extrapolation of stresses using neighboring nodes.

Figure (5.3.1): Geometricallocations ofnodes 68075, 70861, 70862, 70863,
68073,68071,68069.
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Table (5.3.1): Load case 1: Upper shell side( SA 516 Gr 70): Actual FEA nodal
principal stresses at 150mm above and at the toe ofthe weld line (MPa).
FEA node Gi G2 G3
number
68075 (at the 176.84 73.489 34.908
weld line)
70861 (50 mm 149.31 54.555 -4.593
above weld line)
70862 (100 mm 113.45 47.819 -3.631
above weld line)
70863 (150 mm 93.182 47.316 -3.668
above weld line)

Table (5.3.1.1): Load case I:Tube sheet side (SA 266 CI2): Actual FEA nodal
principal stresses at 17mm below and at the toe ofthe weld line (MPa).
FEA node Gi G2 G3
number
68075 (at the 267.49 109.65 64.02
weld line)
68073 (9.8 mm 265.47 109.16 64.516
below weld line)
68071 (14 mm 253.55 101.19 51.714
below weld line)
68069 (17 mm 218.8 87.1 40.73
below weld line)

Stress Variation ( MPa)
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Figure (5.3.2):Load case 1: Stress variation according to node location
for 68075, 70861, 70862, 70863
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Figure (5.3.3): Load case 1: Stress variatIon according to node location for
68069,68071,68073 and 68075

Table (5.3.2): Load case lA: Upper shell side (SA 516 Gr 70): Actual FEA
nodal rind al stresses at 150mm above and at the toe ofthe weld line Pa).
FEA~e ~ ~ ~
number
68075 {at the 138.03 21.83 4.75
weld line
70861 {50mm 106.44 -1.299 -4.188
above weld line
70862 (100 mm 65.483 1.0757 -3.838
above weld line
70863 {150mm 45.19 9.68 -4.01
above weld line

Table (5.3.2.1): Load case lA: Tube sheet side (SA 266 CI2): Actual FEA nodal
principal stresses at 150mm above and at the toe of the weld line (MPa).
FEA node (JI (Jz (J3

number
68075 (at the 216.82 47.05 35.96
weld line)
68073 (9.8 mm 214.5 48.5 34.64
below weld line)
68071 (14 mm 199.72 39.36 25.8
below weld line)
68069 (17 mm 167.06 30.194 12.955
below weld line)
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Stress variation (MPa)
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Figure (5.3.4):Load case lA: Stress variation according to node
location for 68075, 70861, 70862, 70863
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Figure (5.3.5): Load case lA: Stress variation according to node
location for 68069,68071,68073 and 68075

Comparing above results it is evident that the principal stresses of
load case 1(LCl) are larger and in this case thermal stresses effect will decrease

the principal stresses at the weld location. Therefore, calculations have been
continued with principal stresses of load case 1.

Surface paths above and below node number 68075 has been checked for
determination ofthe larger principal stress values. Total stresses at the weld line
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--------------- -----,

have been calculated by interpolation of nodal structural principal stresses from
nodes above weld line.

The interpolated values of the principal stresses at the pivot points with distances
ofO,4e, 0,ge, and I ,4e, are given in Table (5.3.3).

Table (5.3.3): Principal stresses ( MPa) at pivot points (mm)

34.8 (mm) 78.3 (mm) 121.8 (mm)
(Ae) (.ge) (1.4e)

Stress

(JI 157.91 127.885 104.582

(J2 60047 50.766 47.567

(J3 7.75 -4.43 18.031

The equation of the quadratic extrapolation into the hot spot is given in general by

Yo == 2.52 Y1- 2.24 Y2 + 0.72 Y3 (5.2.1)
and specialized for the first principal stress 0"1 by
(JI == 2.52 (157.91) - 2.24 (127.885) + 0.72 (104.582)
(JI == 186.77 MPa

The extrapolated values ofthe principal structural stresses coming from shell side
are:
(JI == 186.77 MPa
(J2 == 72.92 MPa
(J3 == 42.43 MPa

Based on figure (5.3.3) and table (5.3.1.1) values ofthe principal structural stresses
coming from tube sheet side govern over the values from shell side, these values are:

(JI == 267.5 MPa
(J2 == 109.65 MPa
(J3 == 64.02 MPa

Table (5.3.4) gives the value ofthese principal structural stresses for each load and
unload cycle (MPa).
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Table (5.3.4): Principal structural stresses

Node (JI (J! (J3 Load
cycle

68075 267.5 109.65 64.02 I
68075 0 0 0 2

Based on the values given in table (5.3.4), the structural stress range can be
calculated as

Ô(JSlruCI 1= Ô(JstrucI I, max- ô(Jstruct I.min
Ô(JstrucI 1= 267.5 - 0.0 = 267.5 MPa
Ô(Jstruct 2 = Ô(JstrucI2. max-Ô(Jstrucl 2, min
Ô(Jstruct 2 = 109.65 - 0.0= 109.65 MPa
Ô(Jstruct 3 = Ô(JSlruct 3, max- Ô(JSlruct 3, min
Ô(Jstruct 3 = 64.02 - 0.0 = 64.02 MPa

It should be noted that the directions of principal stresses are constant since the
applied actions act simultaneously same in the loading and unloading situations.
The direction ofthe maximum principa stress is the axial one, and it is normal to

the weld joint direction.
ô(Jcq = max( IÔ(JstrucI l, max-Ô(JSlruct l, minI, I ô(Jstrucl2, max-Ô(JSlruct 2. minI '

I Ô(JSlrucl3, max-Ô(Jstrucl 3, min I )
Ô(Jcq = max(267.5, 109.65,64.02) = 267.5 MPa

5.3.1.2 Data

In reference to the data sheet values given in section 2, the following parameters
are noted, with nomenclatures according to EN 13445-3 Clause 18:

tmax= 108 DC
tmin=20 DC
t* = 0.75 tmax+ 0.25 tmin
t* = O.75( I08) + 0.25(20) = 86 DC
Rm =485 MPa
Rp 0.2/t" = 230 Mpa (see table 2.2.I.A for SA 266 CI 2 at 86 dc)
6
en= 87 mm
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Also, based on detail number 2.2 ofTable P.2 of Annex P, the Fatigue Class (FAT)
63, and according to Table 18.7 of EN 13445-3, the endurance limit of 46 MPa
results.
The endurance stress is the stress range limit that is given in the code for single-

amplitude stress cycles, based on experimental investigation. It is the material
'allowable stress range value below which no fatigue damage is expected to occur in
single- amplitude action cycles.

5.3.1.3 Correction factors

According to sub-clause 18.10.6 of EN 13445-3, the correction factors for
temperature, thickness, and plasticity, should be applied. However, since the t* is
below 100°C the correction factor for temperature is unity. The thickness
correction factor is given by

few= (25/en)025
few= (25/87)°.25 = 0.732

Moreover, no plasticity correction factor is required per 18.8 since
~(Jeq,1< 2Rpo.2/t" Herein, ~(Jeq,1 is the range ofthe equivalent linear distribution
(over the cross section) corresponding to the actual stress distribution. With
~(Jeq,1= 267.49 (see table 5.3.4) and Rpo.2ft' = 230 (see table 5.3.1.2), the
requirement
~(Jeq,1< 2Rpo.2/t' is fulfilled:
267.49< 2 (230), i.e. 267.49 < 460 (no correction for plasticity)
Therefore, the total correction factor is:
fw = fewft*
fw=0.732(1) = 0.732

5.3.1.4 Number of cycles

According to ( 18.10.7) of EN 13445-3 the Clause 18, the allowable number of
load cycles, N, at this stress range (267.49 MPa) and for FAT 63 is 2049 cycles:

~(Jeq/ fw= 267.49 / 0.732 = 365.42 MPa, ~(JD = 46 MPa, and since 365.42 > 46:
N = CI/ (~(Jeq/ fw)mlwith ml = 3 and CI = 5.0 X lOll, and, thus, N = (5.0 X lOll) /
(365.42)3 = 2049 cycle

5.3.2 Groove location (unwelded region)

5.3.2.1 Stresses

The values ofthe principal stresses extracted from FEA calculation, are given in
table (5.3.1.1). Figure (5.3.6) shows node 68073 located in the groove,
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Figure (5.3.6): Location ofnode 68073 at the radius

Table (5.3.5) gives the values ofprincipal total stresses (MPa) at the end ofloading
and of unloading.

Table(5.3.5): Principal stresses

Node GI Gz G) G~ Load
step

68073 265.47 109.16 64.516 182.77 1
68073 0 0 0 0 2

As a first step, the equivalent stress range and the equivalent mean stress, according
to requirement (18.7.1.2) of the code, are calculated. The details are:

al = al(tl) - al(tz) = 265.47 - 0 = 265.47 MPa
az = az(tl) - az(tz) = 109.16-0.0 = 109.16 MPa
a3 = a3(tl) - a3(tz) = 64.516 - 0.0 = 64.516 MPa

[SI,z]max=al-az=265.516-109.16= 156.31 MPa
[SI,3]max= al - a3 = 265.47 - 64.516 = 200.954 MPa
[S2,3]max= az - a3 = 109.16 - 64.516 = 44.644 MPa
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[St,2] min= a, - 02 = 0.0 - 0.0
[SI,3] min= al - 03 = 0.0 - 0.0
[S2,3]min= 02 - 03 = 0.0 - 0.0

~aeq = max ( IS 12max-S 12 minI; 1S23max- S23minI; I S31max-S31 minI )
~aeq = max ( 156.31 - 0.0 I; 1200.954 - 0.0 I; 144.644 - 0.0 1)
~acq = 200.954 MPa

Also for code item (18.11.1.3), the mean stress correction:

Œeq =0.5[(Œ/Owl.i +Œtoralj)max +(ŒlOwl.i +ŒI01olj)minJ

o-L'lj= 0.5 [ (01+ 0;)111",+ (01+03) min]

where the Œtotol.i +Œ/Otalj are maximum and minimum stresses responsiblefor
determination of I1Œ eq i.e. ŒI and Œ3'

Œeq =.5[(265,47+64,516Imax +(O,O+O,O)minJ

Œ = 164,993 MPaeq

According to (18.7.1.1) of EN 13445-3, the effective total stress range can be
taken to be equal to the equivalent total structural stress range, i.e. the effective
stress concentration factor may be used equal to the theoretical elastic stress
concentration factor KI = I. This is a conservative simplification used here, and
then
I1Œ I = I1Œ eq.SlrllC = 200,954 MPa

5.3.2.2 Data

In reference to the data sheet values given in section two ofthis work, the
following parameters are noted, all nomenclatures are according to Clause 18 of
EN 13445-3:

tmax= 108 DC
tmin= 20 DC
t* = 0.75 tmax+ 0.25 tmin
t* = 0.75(108) -I- 0.25(20) = 86 DC
Rm = 485 MPa
Rp 0.2/t*= 230 Mpa ( see table 2.2.1.A for SA 266 Cl2 at 86 DC)
en = 111 mm (tube sheet thickness under node 68073)
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5.3.2.3 Correction factors

The correction factors for the influence of following parameters must be applied
per code requirement (18.11.1) of EN-13445-3. These factors are

• Influence ofmean stress: (18.11.1.3.1) ofEN 13445-3:
Figure 18.16 ofthe clause 18 of the code gives the plot ofthe stress range ~(JR

versus the number of allowed cycles for unwelded ferritic rolled steels with mean
stress equal to zero, the corresponding equations are:

~(JR = 0.63Rm - 11.5+ 4.6 x 104/..JN

For assumed number of cycle of 80000 this results in,

~(JR = 0.63(485) - 11.5 + 4.6 x 104/ '-'80000 = 456.7 MPa

Also, the endurance limit according to table (18.10), or the following equation, is
given by

~(JD = 21 + 0.63Rm, i.e. ~(J D = 21 + 0.63(485) = 326.55 MPa.
Recalling,
~(Jeq= 200.954 MPa, the maximum equivalent oftotal stress
(Jeq,max= 182.77 MPa (see table 5.3.3), and
Rp02/l' = 230 MPa (see 5.3.2.2),
one obtains for ~(Jeq < 2 Rp 0.21t' and I (Jeq,maxI < Rp 02/l'
200.954< 460 and 182.77 < 230, and the mean stress correction factor for rolled
and forged steel is given by
M = 0.00035Rm-0.1 = 0.00035(485) - 0.1 = 0.069, and
fm= {I - [M (2+M) / (I +M)] (2 (J-cq/ ~(JR}0.5

= {l-[.069 (2+.069) / (I +.069)](2 x 164.993/ 456.7)} 0.5= 0.95

• Influence ofthickness, t : (18.11.1.2) of EN 13445-3:

f. = F (0.1InN-0.465)
c e

where Fe = (25/ en)0182= (25/111 )0182= 0.762
fe = (0.762) (0.lln80000-0.465)
fe = 0.855

• Influence of surface finish: (18.11.1.1.1) of EN 13444-3 of EN 13444-3:

fs = Fs(0.1InN-0.465)
Fs = 1- 0.056 (In RZ)0.64InRm + 0.289 (In RZ)053

The surface roughness height index of 200 !lm for the tube sheet has been assumed.
There follows
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Fs = 1- 0.056(ln 200)°.64 In(485) + 0.289 (In 200)°.53
Fs = 0.69
fs = (0.69)(0.1 In 80000-0.465)

fs = 0.78

• No temperature correction is required since t* is below 100 oe

• Overall correction factor:

fu = (0.78)(0.855)(0.95)( I)
fu = 0.63

5.3.2.4 Fatigue result for unwelded regions:

The result for (l,.a f / lu , with the assumed number of 80 000 cycles and

corresponding correction factors, is given by
(l,.a f / lu = 200.9/0.63 = 319MPa,

smaller than (l,.a D = 326.6 MPa .

The correction factors depend on the (assumed) number of cycles. Iteration is,
therefore, required.

Assuming, as upper limit, 2 000000 cycles rendes
lm = 0.9333; le = 0.765; J, = 0.696;

and, thus,
MF f / lu = 404.2 MPa,

larger than (l,.a D = 326.6 MPa - the correct number of cycles must be smaller than 2
000 000. Further iteration steps result finally, for an assumed number of cycles
equal to 425 000, in

1m = 0.937; Ie = 0.798; Is = 0.737;
and, thus,

(l,.a f / lu = 364.6 MPa ,

which renders finally
N = 424908 cycles,

close enough to the assumed 425 000 cycles.
This value for the allowed number of cycles for unwelded regions is much larger

than the value for welded regions 2049, determined in 5.3.104 - the welded region is
governing the fatigue design.
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6. Inelastic analyses

In the past, up to the turn ofthe century, the usually used procedures in design by
analysis used linear- elastic analyses of stresses and categorization of stresses into
primary, secondary, and peak stresses.

The most significant problem in the above procedure is stress categorization and
partitioning, which particularly identifies and puts limits on primary stresses to
safeguard the component against gross plastic deformation, and on secondary
stresses to safeguard against progressive plastic deformation.

This approach is not adequate for locations with structural discontinuity or stress
concentrations if an FEA analysis is performed, especially so if in the FEM analysis
volume elements are used. It cannot be decided easily which FEA 3D-output
stresses can be classified as primary stresses.

The most advanced procedure, bypassing these problems, is the Direct Route
given in EN 13445-3 Annex B. There, ideas of inelastic analysis have been used to
tackle failure modes directly, and Articles B.4 and B.5 in Annex B of EN 13445-3
provide complete criteria for these failure modes and the limit states. Among
various modes, gross plastic deformation and progressive plastic deformation are of
major concern for this reactor. Checks for these failure modes are given below. The
only additional failure mode to be dealt with - fatigue - has been discussed in detail
in section 5 ofthis work.

6. A Gross Plastic Deformation Design Check

The gross plastic deformation design check requires, in the (load) case under
consideration, increase ofpressure from zero to its design value in the model with
zero initial stress state. As the pressure is continually increased, a region of the
vessel becomes plastic and the rate of deformation begins to increase, but
deformation ofthe vessel as a whole is usually still restrained by the surrounding
elastic material. Finally, upon further increase in pressure, a limit (plastic) collapse
pressure is reached. There the plastic zone has grown sufficiently large so that the
deformation begins to increase with little or no additional increase in pressure.

Two types of inelastic analysis method can be used to guard against gross plastic
deformation: they are, limit analysis and plastic analysis.

Gerdeen[ 17] describes the theory of limit analysis as an idealized theory that
enables the limit pressure to be found by considering only the limit (analysis) state
and by neglecting previous deformation.

Limit analysis, based on small deformation and elastic - perfectly plastic material
can be employed to determine the limit resistance ofthe reactor.

In limit analysis the yield stress Sy the value in the constitutive law ofthe model
to one set ofplastic flow, is the basic material property. Limit load is an estimate of
plastic load of an actual vessel at which plastic deformation becomes relatively
significant as compared to elastic deformation.

As an alternative to calculating limit load, the actual plastic load can be
determined by computer analysis, with the results of computer analysis in the form
of a deformation parameter as a function of a loading parameter.
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EN-13445-3 Annex B sub-clause B.8.2 deviates from this route, provides
different rules for checking against gross plastic deformation. In this design check
the (plastic) analysis is to be performed with:

• Linear elastic ideal-plastic constitutive law.
• Tresca's yield condition with associated flow rule.
• First- order theory.
• Proportional increase of actions.
• Stress-free initial state.
• Limitations of the maximum value of principal structural strains.

The above has been considered in the ANSYS model by selecting a linear- elastic
plastic model with rate- independent plasticity along with isotropic hardening but
with zero tangent modulus (no hardening).

Furthermore, plastic flow is specified to be an associated one, i.e. the potential
function, which is function of stress and is responsible for identification of direction
of plastic strains, is chosen to be identical to the yield function. There follows, that
plastic strain rates (infinitesimal increment) occur in a direction normal to the yield
surface, i.e. the normality rule applies. The final direction ofthe total strain is
calculated and reported by ANSYS.

It should be noted that the ANSYS routine is not based on the Tresca yield
condition, whereas Annex B is. Therefore, since the maximum ratio ofthe Mises
equivalent stress to the Tresca equivalent stress is 2/.,}3, a multiplication ofthe
design material strength parameter, the design yield stress, with .,}3/2 always leads
to conservative results. Table (2.2.2) gives the values ofthis yield parameter, which
is adjusted by this factor and has been used as input to the software.

It should be emphasized that the radius ofthe groove on this specific model is all
along the circumference at the junction oftube to tubesheet, and its presence
indicates that the evaluated strains are not local in nature. Wherever required, total
strain is used in following calculations instead of structural strains, although in the
strain limiting requirement structural stresses may be used.

Admissibility ofthe model design to pressure is evaluated by checking both, the
carring capacity ofthe model with reduced yield strength and the limitation ofthe
maximum absolute value ofprincipal structural stresses by 5%, since either can
individually dictate the limitation point.

By examination of the results of series of calculations it became evident that the
upper boundary condition Uunction to head) specifically and the upper shell itself,
in general, are the limiting regions ofthe model. These parts reach full
plasticization before the tubesheet, and before the tubsheet-to-shell junctions.

It should be recalled, that by using Ilyushin's or Ivanov Js generalized yield
functions the percentage of plasticization at any arbitrary path for shells and plates
can theoretically be evaluated. However, Annex B has no requirement in this regard,
but these evaluations can be, and are, used as an additional check ofthe level of
loading vis-à-vis the full plastification.

According to Burgoyne and Brennan [18], Ilyushin's functions are stress functions
with capabilities of evaluating shell resultant stresses with regard to the degree of
plastification.
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SheIl stress resultants are quantities ofthe dimensions force per unit length and
moment per unit length, respectively, which are defined on the sheIl middle surface.
These nmctions can be combined in the form of a generalized yield surface, which
then can be used for comparison ofthe ratio ofthe plasticization level to the full
plasticization based on Mises's yield condition. In this way one can estimate the
percentage of plasticization of a cross- section of (thin waIled) sheIls and plates.

To perform a complete check, including possible design improvements, two
different designs have been investigated in this step ofthe work:

Firstly, in a series of the checks, the original data sheet material SA- 516 Gr. 70
have been kept, the results are given in section 6.A.I below.

Secondly, design checks have been carried out with a stronger material for the
upper shell SA - 537 C12. In this way the upper sheIl is much stronger, and the
regions with large plasticization wiIl be shifted from the upper end ofthe shell into
the tubesheet. With this choice of material the tubesheet behavior can be better
investigated - the critical regions are now the interesting ones, the tubesheet and the
tubesheet-to-sheIl junction.

It should also be noted, that the sheIl material is a carbon manganese steel, which
can easily be changed to a better quality of steel without much altering the process
requirements or the cost criteria in this type of applications with the stronger sheIl
material.

Section 6.2 gives the result of the calculations.

6. A.I Upper shell material according to original specification
(SA 516 Gr. 70)

Results of calculations, which are given below, indicate that for pressure fuIl
plasticization is reached first at the upper end of the upper shell section, and, in this
case, the tubesheet stiIl remains at the corresponding pressure fuIly elastic or shows
smaIl plasticity.

As an additional check a through-thickness path near the upper boundary
condition was selected, and the percentage oftheplasticization along this path based
on the Ilyushin function was calculated at the evaluated critical pressure.

At 240% ofthe design pressure load no convergence was achieved. Therefore, the
previous ANSYS time step with convergent solution was selected as terminal point
for further checks on stress and strain.

At this time step the pressure is 7.932 MPa, which, by considering partial safety
factor of 20% according to table B-8.1 of EN 13334-3 Annex B, renders the critical
pressure

PANSYS= 7.932 MPa
P critical = (7.932)/1.2

P critical = 6.61 MPa

Moreover, as a check, the value for the plastic load ofthe infinitely long cylinder
was calculated [19]. and the result is:
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P plastic= (2/-../3)R ln (rJ ri)
where ra and ri are inside and out side radius given in section 2, and the design value
of the yield stress. With

R = RMises= 165 MPa (table 2.2.2, channel side shell at 108°C)
there follows

P plastic= (2/-../3)(165) (In(I.0425)) = 7,9 MPa
Applying the partial safety factor 1.2, see table B-8.1 of Annex B ofEN 13445-3,
one obtains Pcritical = 7.9/1.2 = 6.58 MPa, very close to the value obtained by
means ofthe FEA investigation. The difference is caused by the (slight) stiffening
effect ofthe model boundary condition at the upper shell's upper end.

Figures (6.A.l.l) to (6.A.l.4 ) give details ofthe above checks.
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Figure (6.A.l.l): Upper shell: Mises equivalent stress (MPa) for
a pressure of7.93 MPa.
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Figure (6.A.l.2): Upper shell: Mises equivalent total strain for a pressure of
7.93 MPa.
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Figure (6.A.l.3): Tubesheet: Mises equivalent stress for a pressure of7.93 MPa.
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Figure (6.A.1.4): Tubesheet: Mises equivalent strain for a pressure of7.93 MPa.

At Pcritical (6.61 MPa) the value of Ilyushin's function is 0.77 at the path defined
close to the end ofthe upper shell, details are given in appendix 1. At this load the
upper shell and tubesheet stresses and strains are given in Figures ( 6.A.1.5 to 6.A.1.
8 )
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Figure (6.A.1.5): Upper shell: Mises equivalent stress(MPa), inside view, at
a pressure of6.61 MPa
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Figure (6.A.1.6): Upper shell: Mises equivalent strain (inside view) at a pressure
of6.61 MPa
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Figure (6.A.1.7): Tubesheet: Mises equivalent strain at a pressure of6.61 MPa.
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Figure (6.A.l.8): Tubesheet: Mises' equivalent stress at a pressure of6.61 MPa

6. A.2 Upper shell material- 537 CI. 2

The calculation for the behavior ofthe reactor with stronger upper shell material
is given below. It should be pointed out that with the stronger upper shell material
the critical points will move from the upper boundary of the upper shell to the
tubesheet. Both criteria for strain and stress have been checked.

Moreover, it should also be noted that the evaluation ofIlyushin's function is not
suitable for a path through the thickness ofthis tubesheet. This is due to larger
stresses along the in- plane (z ) direction, shear and torsion bending stresses (that
result from stress components acting in the direction of the path and not
perpendicular to it. The Ilyushin function is not suitable for cases with large stresses
along the path, which are the governing ones in this case.

To bypass this problem, Mises' equivalent stresses have been extracted for a
series ofthe parallel paths next to each other and in the in-plane(z) direction, and
by integrating them it is possible to obtain an approximation ofthe integral over the
cross-section considered. To check the reactor performance, simultaneously
the upper shell condition has been monitored.

At a pressure of 10.4 MPa the program crashed, indicating no solution at this load,
the lower time (load) step for which program converges. corresponds to a value
slightly below 8.9 MPa.

Considering the partial safety factor of 1.2 on the action, according to Annex B,
the criticalload is given by:

p trltlr..r= 7.4 MPa
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To take into account the correction ofthe yield stress, required for the usage of
Mises yield condition, the reduced, lower material yield value has been used as
input to the ANSYS program, a reduced value obtained by multiplication ofthe
design value of the material strength parameter by .J3 / 2 .

Figures (6.A.2.1) to (6.A.2.4 ) give information on above value, and other
relevant parameters. The results indicate that at a pressure of8.8 MPa the maximum
strain in the tubesheet is 3.2% (at the groove location) which is below the 5% code
limitation. Plasticization at the upper end ofthe tubeside shell is small and is not
governing anymore. This can also be seen from the check of the limit analysis
pressure ofthe infinitely long closed cylinder, which is now, for the stronger shell
material, given by R = Rmiscs = 195 Mpa (see table (2.2.2».

P plastic= (2/"3) R ln (rel ri)= 9.4 MPa.
Applying partial safety factor 1.2, see table B-8.1 of Annex B ofEN 13445-3, one
obtains Pcritical= 9.4/1.2 = 7.8 Mpa.
There follows, that the cylindrical shell is not governing any longer.
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Figure (6.A.2.1): Mises equivalent total stress, inside view ofupper shell, for a
pressure of 8.8 MPa and SA 537 Cl. 2 material.
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Figure (6.A.2.4): Tubesheet: Mises' equivalent total strain for 8.8 MPa
tube side pressure.

B. Progressive Plastic Deformation Design Check

Another important failure mode that needs to be checked is progressive
plastic deformation. The reactor operates under base load conditions with just a
few cycles coming from startup and shut down as well as process upsets:

The Direct Route in Design by Analysis requires a progressive plastic
deformation design check to be performed. Therefore, for the structure with the
stronger upper shell material and the reported -GPD- pressure (critical pressure)
of 7.4 bar and for the temperature distribution ranging from 50 to 108 oe, the
reactor has been examined for shakedown or alternating plasticity. The check
performed here is based on EN - 13445 Annex B that states under repeated
application ofthe specified action cycles progressive plastic deformation shall
not occur in the model with the following properties:

• First order theory.
• A linear - elastic ideal plastic - constitutive law.
• Mises yield condition ( maximum distortion energy hypothesis)

and associated flow rule.
• Design strength parameters RMd.

It should be emphasized that in this design check partial safety factors are
equal to 1, i.e. no reduction in material yield strength nor increase in applied
actions are necessary.

In the following investigations the actions are pressure and temperature, with
variation between zero and maximum (design) values. The maximum value for
pressure is 7.4 MPa, which is the critical -GPD- pressure for the case of an upper
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shell selected from stronger material (SA 537 C1.2) instead of shell material (SA
516 Gr.70), which results in GPD- pressure of 6.61 MPa. For this pressure of 7.4
MPa the maximum values for the mean temperatures are the design temperatures of
108°C for shell side materials and 50°C for materials in tube side.

Moreover, these temperatures have been used in the model as surface
temperatures in thermal boundary conditions, and the temperature distribution has
been calculated and incorporated into the model for this design check.

With above parameters the maximum allowable tube side design pressure for
shakedown ofthe structure has been evaluated.

Melan's shakedown theorem states that the structure will shake down for a given
cyclic action, if a time-invariant self-equilibrating stress field can be found such that
the sum of this stress field and the cyclically varying stress field determined with
the unbounded linear -elastic constitutive law for the given cyclic action is
compatible with the yield condition. The equivalent stress field (ofthe
superposition ofthe self-equilibrating stress field and the linear- elastic stress field)
should not violate the material yield parameter at any time.
Self-equilibrating stress field can be found by two procedures which, are:

6.8.1 Load-Unload procedure

To obtain a residual stress field, the following procedure has been used:
(A.I) Loading of the model to the action state of GPD- pressure and design
temperature, and calculation of the stress field with the elastic-plastic constitutive
law (load step I).
(A.2) Unloading ofthe model to a condition of above to near zero pressure and
zero temperature (load step 2), and calculation of the residual stress field. This
stress field, calculated in this way, is self- equilibrating since it is a residual stress
field, for zero imposed pressure and zero temperature.

Therefore, this residual stress field can be used in Melan's shakedown theorem
by adding it to the stress field obtained with an unbounded linear- elastic
constitutive law: With <Jij,Res denoting residual stress field, <Ji,j.limit the elastic-plastic
stress field at limit load, <Jij,O the elastic-plastic stress field after unloading from
load step 2, <Jij, limit the unbounded linear elastic stress field, the superposition of the
stress fields can be written in the form

[<Ji,j (t)lsD == <Jij,Res + a(t) [<Jij,lim.] with O:::;a(t):::;1

6.8.2 Direct subtraction procedure

In this procedure the stress field created in the elastic-plastic model for a
specified action will be subtracted from the stress field obtained with the
unbounded linear- elastic constitutive law for the same action. For the very same
actions this subtraction will result in a self- stress field since by this subtraction all
imposed actions become zero. After this step, the calculated self stress field can be
added to the linear-elastic solution, as discussed above.

Denoting the self equilibrium stress field by <Jij,self , one has
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(Jij,selF (Ji,j. limit -(Jij. limit,

and, as in 6.8.1, the superposition in the form
[(Jij (t)lsD = (Jij.self+ aCt) [ (Jij.limitl with O::;a(t)::; I

It must be indicated again that both extreme stress fields, for a=O and a= 1 , must be
compatible with the yield condition, i.e. (Jcq::; RM, to fulfill Melan's shakedown
theorem.

6.8.3 Upper shell material according to SA 537 el.2

The figures below show the results of the calculations for the reactor for an
upper shell material according to SA 537 e1.2. Figure 6.8.3 shows the distribution
of Mises equivalent stress for a=O, i.e. Miseses equivalent stress for the self- stress
field. All equivalent stresses are below 121 MPa. Figure 6.8.5 shows the
distribution of Mises equivalent stress for the superposition given by a= 1. This
figure shows that after the superposition of the stress fields, in the added stress field,
the value of Mises' equivalents stress is slightly above the yield stress given by 226
MPa. This indicates that the created self-stress field is not an optimum one. Since
the loading choice for creating self- stress field is arbitrary, the calculations were
repeated for a pressure of 8.8 MPa. This 8.8 MPa is the pressure determined in the
GPO design check as limit pressure, i.e. before applying partial safety factor.

Figures 6.8.6 and 6.8.7 and 6.8.8 show the results ofthe repeated
calculations. Figure 6. 8. 8 shows that the distribution of Mises equivalent stress
for the superposition with a= I has no value above the allowable value(for
shakedown) given by 226 Mpa, the material yield value.

There follows that Melan's shakedown theorem is fulfilled, the structure shakes
down to linear- elastic behavior, plastic deformation does not occur.
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1
S1l:P=l
SUB .7
TIIIl!:.l
SEQV (AVG)
ORX .2. Oll
SIIII .1.152
SIIX.230.49

ABSTS 8.1
AUG 9 2005

23:33:07
IlODAL SOLtrrIOIi

I
1.152 58.486 115.821

I

173.155 230.49
29.819 87.154 144.488 201.823

PO: Hlast~ - Pl~tic : load to 7.4 MPa , T'C( Load ~tepl): cycle 1

Fig (6.8.1): Mises' equivalent stress for elastic-plastic constitutive law at the limit
pressure of 7.4 MPa and temperatures at the surfaces of! 08 oe on upper shell, and
50 oe on lower shell. Tubesheet with calculated temperature distribution.
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S1l:P.l
SUB .7
TIIIl!:.l
lPPLIQV (AVG)
ORX .2. Oll
SIIX•.001116

AIISYS 8.1
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1I00AL SOLtrrIOIi
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I
.001287 .001716
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PO: el89t~c - Pl89ti :un load to .001 MPa & 20'C( Load ~tep 1): cycle 1

Fig.(6.8.2): Residual Mises' equivalent strain at .001 MPa pressure and
temperature T= 20 oe.
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1
~P-2
SUB .7
TI1I[-2
SEQV IAYG)
OIlX -.122869
SIIII -.008703
SIll( <121. 469

lIISYS 8.1
AUG 9 2005

23: 26: 49

BaDAL SOLurrOB

.008703 30.374 60.739
I
91.104 121. 469

15.191 45.556 75.921 106.286
PO: El~t~c - Pl~tic :UR load to .01 MFa & 20'C( Load ~tep2): cycle 1

Fig.(6.B.3): Residual Mises' equivalent stress at 0.001 MPa pressure and
temperature T= 20°C.

1
~P-l
SIm .1
TI1I[.l
SEQY IAYG)
OIlX -2.105
SIIII -1.213
SIll( .337.407

AIISYS 8.1
AUf; 9 2005

23: 52: 39

J/OOAL SOLUTJOII

43.237
URBOURDEO at 7.4 MFa (GPO) & T

I
1.213 85.261

127 .286
169.31

211.334

I
253.358 337.407

295.383

Fig.(6.B.4): Mises' equivalent stress field for linear- elastic constitutive law and
limit pressure of7.4 MPa on tube side and temperatures of 108 oe on upper shell
and 50 oe on the lower shell. Tubesheet with calculated temperature 4istribution.
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1
~P-9999
Slav IAVGl
DIIX -. 122869
SBIl -1.149
SIIX -242.521

AIlSYS 8.1
,"UG 10 2005

00: 34: 57

1l0DAL SOLUTIOll

31.32 91.664
UIlBOUllDED at 7.4 MPa (GPD) & T+ Residual

~
1.149 61.492 121.935

152.007

I

192.178 242.521
212.35

Fig.(6.B.5):Mises' equivalent stress ofsuperposition of stress fields, linear-elastic
and residual stress fields.

1
STBP=l
SUB -7

'PINK-l
BEOV (AVC)
Sl'DI =.499658
SJ'D( -237.72

AJin! 8.1
OCT 13 200~

l!> 56; 33

NODAL BOI.lJTIOO

30.152 89.457 148.762
IPD: Klastlc- Plastic: 'JOad to 8.8 MFa .. T: cycle 1

.499658 ~9. 80~ 119.11
1
118.41~ 237.72

208.067

Fig (6.B.6): Mises' equivalent stress for elastic-plastic constitutive law at the limit
pressure ad of 8.8 MPa and temperatures at surfaces of 108 DC on upper shell and
50 DC on lower shell. Tubesheet with calculated temperature distribution.
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l'up=2
BUB -7

'PIN8-2
REO'{ (AVC)

CIrn' =>.002852
01'0( -20B. 134

AHna D.l
OCT 13 2005

16: Dl: Dl

NODAL a01.UTIOO

.002852 ~2. 036 104.069
1
156.101 208.134

26.019 18.052 130.085 182.118
PD: E1astic- Plastic:RESlDUAL: tnfLOAD:.001 MPa • 20 .c: cycle 1

Fig.(6.B.7): Residual Mises' equivalent stress at 0.001 MPa pressure and
temperature T.= 20 oe after pressurization of8.8 MPa.

1
STBP=9999
SEQV (AVC)
D!'1X -f. 431
S)I!N =1.37
8P1X =194.0U8

AN9Y9 8.1
OCT 13 2005

15:28:33

NODAl. SOt.UT I ON

1.37 49.529 97. 609
1
145.646 194.00625.449 73.609 121.760

UNBOUNDEDat 7.4 MPa (GPO) & T+Residual .001 MFa & 20 C
169.926

Fig.(6.B.8):Mises' equivalent stress of superposition of stress fields, linear-elastic
and residual stress fields.

To plot the state ofthe stress for the above situation, usage ofthe deviatoric
map is suggested in reference [28]. Figure (6.B.9) shows the plot ofMises
equivalent stress as calculated in the figure(6.B.8) in the deviatoric map plane.
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UNS

Figure(6.B.9): Deviatory map 0) = 260.86 MPa, 02 = 176.93 MPa,
03= 88.138 MPa.: 0cq= 149.61 MPa

The plot is for node number 67921, which has the largest linear-elastic stress
value, and the following principal stresses have been used:

Residual stress: 0)= 31.02, 02= -2.25, 03= -191.75, all in MPa
Stress for linear- elastic constitutive law and for pressure of 7.7 MPa at
prescribed temperature: 0) = 452.12 MPa, 02= 147.11 M Pa , 03= 89.682 MPa
For an additional check ofthe possibility of changes in the residual stress and

strain fields, the model was run for 6 successive load and unload cycles, with
loading and unloading conditions as given above. The result indicates that the
small amount of the strain field created after the first unloading cycle will not
change in the following cycles.

This further indicates that the structure will shake down to linear-elastic
behavior, and there exists no change in the residual strain field. Figure (6.8.10) to
(6.8.11) show the constant amount ofresidual plastic strain after six successive
cycle with all load and unload cycles according to the above.
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STEP-l
SUB .,
TIII!.1
r;p'LlQV (AVGI
DIIX .2. Oll
5IIX -.001116

AllSTS 9.1
.lUG 12 2005

19:37:41
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]
.0012B7 .001716

.214£-03 .643£-03 .001072 .001501
PD: Elastic - PlIuti :un load to .001 MFa " 20.C( Load step 1): cycle 1

Figure (6.8.10): Residual plastic strain at the end offirst cycle

1
sn;P.12
SUB .,
TIII[.12
EPPLlQV IAVG)
Dill('.110304
SIIX=.001119

AIlSYS 8.1
AUG 12 2005

19:14:10
JlODAL SOLlTITOJl

I
o .430E-03 .660[-03

I

.00129 .001719
.215E-03 .645E-03 .001075 .001504

PD:Elastic - P1B3tic: Un load to .001 MFa & 20'C( Load step12): cycle 6

Figure (6.8.11): Residual plastic strain at the end ofthe sixth cycle

Based on the above results, it can be concluded that for action cycle from
zero up to 7.4 MPa, the GPD- pressure and the considered temperature, the
progressive plastic deformation design check is fulfilled.
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6.8.4 Upper shell material according to original specification (SA 516 Gr. 70)

To investigate the model perfonnance in the progressive defonnation design
check with upper shell material according to the data sheet original material (SA
516 Gr. 70) the relavent calculations have been perfonned. In these calculations the
maximum value for pressure is 7.9 MPa, which is the last valid solution before
applying safety factor, and the GPD- pressure is 6.61 MPa.

The maximum values for the mean temperatures are design temperatures of
108° e for shell side materials and 50 oe for materials in tube side.

Figures (6.B.12) to (6.B.15) show the result ofthese calculations.

1
STEP=!
SUB =7
TIME=!
SEQV (AVG)
DMX =3.021
Slm =7.709
SMX =235.331

Z .

AN'SYS 8.1
OCT 24 2005

07:31:57

NODAL SOLUTION

\.'.j~\
... {.~.-.. '\-l'.'.........~~.~

'.....'.- \\....... \...... \•••••••...... '....... ",
••••••• 1••••••••••••••••••(.'.-..:~~':..

7.709 100 180
I
210 226

50 150 200 220
LIMIT:129 mm: UPPER SHELL 516 GR 70: P= 7.9 MFa (last valid) ~ T:EL~ PL

Fig (6.B.12): Mises' equivalent stress for elastic-plastic constitutive law at the limit
pressure of 7.9 MPa and temperatures at surfaces of 108 oe on upper shell and 50
oe on lower shell. Tube sheet with calculated temperature distribution.
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I
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18.209 54.239 90.27 126.301
RES:129 mm: UPPERSHELL516 GR 70: P3 .001 MFa • 20 .e: ELatic - Plastic

Fig.(6.B.13): Residual Mises' equivalent stress field at .001 MPa pressure and
temperature T= 20 oe.

I
STBP=l
SUB =1
TIME-!
SEOV (AVG)
Dl'!X =2. B:l5
SM -10.396
8"X =270.748

ANBYB B.l
Oc'!' 23 2005

16: 56: 32

NODA.I. SQLUT I Cf'.1

10.396 75.484 140.572
I

205.66 270.748
.42.94 108.028 173.116 238.204

UlIBOUHOlöD: 129 1I1IJl: UPPER SHELL ;16 GR 70: P= 6.61 MPa (GPO) & T: Elastic

Fig.(6.B.14): Mises' equivalent stress field for the linear- elastic constitutive law
and limit pressure of 6.61 MPa on tube side and surface temperatures of 108 oe
on upper shell and 50 oe on the lower shell. Tubesheet with calculated temperature
distribution.
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1
S'TBP"9999
BEOV (AV'C)
Dm< =2.71.5
SIIN =10.71
8m< =183.475

ANSYG 8.1
oc'!' 24 2005

07: 19: 57

NODAL SOLU,.ION

10.71 53.901 97.093
[

140.284 183.415
32.306 75.497 1l6.68e 161.88

ADD£U:129 mm,516 Gr70:RES(.OOl MPa&T)+ UNBOUND[6.61 MPa & Tl

Fig.(6.B.15):Mises' equivalent stress ofsuperposition of stress fields, the linear-
elastic and the residual stress fields.

The figures show that in the residual stress field and the superposition stress field
no value ofMises equivalent stress is larger than the yield stress, i.e. Melan's
shakedown theorem is fulfilled, the structure will shakedown to linear-elasic
behaviour under the investigated action cycle.
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7. Discussion of the results

In reference to chapter five and six ofthis work, which use elastic and
inelastic analyses ofthe reactor, the following conclusions and results apply:

• The results ofthe elastic analyses ofthe reactor, as shown in tables 5.1 and
5.4 for two load cases, indicate that the values ofMises' equivalent stress are
reduced by the temperature effect. Comparison ofthese result with values given
in table 3.3.1 indicates that the result of calculations according to design by
formula also confirms such an effect oftemperature.
• Incorporation of complete perforation on the tubesheet with real elastic
constants brings much more realistic results to the analyses.
• It is not possible to categorize the type of stresses at the junction, where
quite complex situation exists. Any attempt in this regard gives an unrealistic
base for any comparison. Such an attempt has been made in the past, and has
resulted in unrealistic conclusions [15].
• Categorization ofthe stresses away from junction can be performed but this
brings no improvement to the work.
• To produce the optimum design with realistic bases for comparisons, the
investigations chapter six ofthis work have been performed. According to the
results given there, this reactor can withstand safely much larger pressure as given
in the data sheet.
• Temperature and cyclic loading provides no specific problem, and the
reactor is safe with regard to progressive plastic deformation.
• Fatigue analyses ofthis work indicated that the reactor is safe with regard
to anticipated load cycles. It should be also noted that the circumferential weld
between tubesheet and shell is the critical region with regard to cyclic fatigue.
• The material selection for the upper shell is not optimal since with stronger
material the high stress region will shift to the tubesheet. The analyses indicate
that this lubesheCl is thick enough to withstand such a shift to the high stress
regIOn.
• It also can be stated that the classical plate and shell theory approach, which
is specified in the design by formula approach, is incapable of determining the
stress in regions at or near the junction, with strong non-linearities along
evaluation lines and large shear stresses, whereas design by analysis, as indicated,
provides detail information for these parts. Therefore, the results obtained by such
analysis, which was the practice in the past is not optimal. The Direct Route with
FEM calculations render much improved results and insight into the behaviour.
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8. Groove radii effect

In fixed tubesheet exchangers grooves are normally placed at the junction of
the tubesheet to the adjoining shells for two main objectives. One objective is from
a computational point ofview and the other one is from structural point a view.
By introducing grooves one can bypass the singularities, which will be created at
the intersection point. In this way the transition from one geometry to the other one
(tubesheet to shell) will be smooth and sharp comers will be avoided, sharp comers
produces high stresses, possibly even singularities, and more realistic stresses can
be captured by modelling the radii.

The other objective of grooves is to reduce the high surface stresses; by the
introduction of grooves, the allowable number of cycle loads will be increased at
the weld toe and at the base materials.

To investigate the effect ofvarious groove radii on the principal and equivalent
stresses, different radii sizes were incorporated in the model. All calculations have
been performed for the same pressure and temperature loadings on the models with
different radii.

The pressure was selected to be 6.6 MPa, which is the GPD- limit pressure, and
the temperature was taken from tabulated values in the process data sheet( Le8).
For detail in limit load and metal temperatures see section 6 and 20fthis work.

Investigation ofthe computed values ofrelevant stresses at nodes at the top and
bottom ofthe grooves resulted in two conclusions:
( ]) Top of the grooves

In this welded region, principal stresses are the relevant ones. At 5 mm radii
size this point has very large principal stress values and these large values do
decrease to smaller ones by increasing the radii. For radii of 2] to 27 mm the
stresses drop considerably from the previous high values and the changes are in
these radii region small. For larger radii the stresses continue to decrease.

(2) At the bottom ofthe grooves
In this unwelded region equivalent stresses are the relevant ones. Equivalent
stresses are approximately the same up to radii of24 mm, and they increase for
increasing radii due to the decrease in tubesheet thickness under this point.

Figure (8.l.A.I) shows the node locations and table (8.I.A.l) is extracted
from program outputs and shows the relevant stress values. Figures (8.I.B.l to
8.l.B.2) show quite clearly how the stresses change for change in radii.
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Figure (8.1.A.l): Location ofnodes 67919 and 67925 locations.

Table (8.1.A.l): Stresses (MPa) for various radii (mm), nodes 67919,67925

Diameter node GI Gl G3 Gequ
number

8 67919 358.17 107.04 57.3 279.31
67925 447.67 133.28 92.26 336.75

15 67919 328.7 76.37 36.2 274.66
67925 421.37 122.07 94.18 314.17

18 67919 331.4 83.99 54.17 263.55
67925 416.38 120.92 97.02 308.1

24 67919 332.5 79.63 54.8 266.14
67925 399.19 112.68 93.48 297.3

27 67919 334.8 78.4 54.1 269.4
67925 394.8 109.55 90.159 295.46

30 67919 334.74 77.15 52.78 270.6
67925 381.77 104.37 85.133 287.5
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Equivalent stress plot for node 67919
(groove bottom)
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Figure (8.1.D.l): Equivalent Stress Plot for grooves ofvarious size

first principal stress for node 67925
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Figure (8.1.D.2) First principal stress plot for grooves ofvarious size

Reviewing above results one can conclude that in this heat exchanger thermal
stresses reduce the stresses ses, load case with out thermal stresses are governing.
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9. Reduced shell thickness

One important result that has been noted in the preceding sections is the
value of the pressure that the tubesheet can carry safely. It has been shown that
with 129 mm (corroded) thickness a pressure of as high as 6.6 MPa is
permissible. This thickness is the datasheet stated tubesheet thickness, obtained
by FEA elastic analysis with the method specified in ASME Section VIII, Div.
2, Appendix 4, which uses the stress categorization technique.

With employing the direct route in design by analysis a reduction of this
thickness seems to be permissible. The tables and figures given below depict
results of calculations for a tubesheet thickness of 100 mm and the usage of the
Direct Route of Design by Analysis approach. The shell thickness at the
junction has also been reduced to the uniform value of 60 mm down from the
data sheet values of90 and 70 mm.

A. Elastic analysis

Tables (9.1) and (9.2) give the Mises' equivalent stress and displacement of
100 mm tubesheet thickness for two load cases.

Load case I( in section 5 this is load case 4) is for the normal operating case
given by 3 MPa in tubes and on channel side ofthe tubesheet; 4 MPa in the
upper shell, and I MPa on the lower shell. All parts are considered with
temperature distribution according to the data sheet.

The second load case ( pressure only), insection 5 this is load case I), covers
the case with no pressure on the shell side, 4 MPa in the tubes and on the channel
side ofthe tubesheet and on the upper shell, and no pressure on the lower shell
and the whole structure atambient temperature.

Tables (9.1) and (9.2) give displacements and Mises's equivalent stresses
calculated for above load cases.

Table (9.1): Result of FEA - pressure and temperature (load case 1)

/\

tubesheet tubes upper lower
Shell shell

Displacement 2.366 2.365 4.465 2.077
(mm)
Mises' 182.33 91.63 149.8 90.8
equivalent
stress (MPa)
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Table (9.2 : Result of FEA -pressure only (load case 2)
upper lower

/\ tubesheet tubes shell shell

Displacement .4956 2.698 1.581 .492
(mm)
Mises' 230.48 128.18 148.22 64.643
equivalent
stress (MPa)

Comparing the results in above tables with the results oftables (5.1) and (5.4), it is
evident that stresses rise due to lower tubesheet thickness. Whether or not the
design is admissible is investigated in the section following this one.
For a complete comparison of these results with results given in other part ofthis
report see section 10: Discussion of results.

B. Inelastic analysis

In this analysis, with the exeption oftubesheet and shell thickness, all
parameters are the same as given in chapter 7.

• Upper shell material SA 516 Gr. 70, tubesheet thickness 100 mm, upper
and lower shell thickness 60 mm

With this material due to its low strength value the crtical section will be at
the upper end ofthe upper shell. At 6.0 MPa the program crashes, indicating no
solution for this pressure. The last valid solution is at load step 0.895, which
corresponds to a pressure of 5.37 MPa. Application of the partial safety factor of
1.2 gives an allowable pressure of 4.475 MPa

P critical = 4.45 M Pa

This pressure is stil11arger than 4.0 MPa, the values of the data sheet.
Under 4.475 MPa, although tubesheet stresses are reasonably below yield point,
the upper shell still is undergoing yielding through a considerable portion ofthe
thickness. This is shown in figures (9.3) and (9.4).
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S1l:P=l
SUB -5
TIIIE-.75
SEQV (AVG)
DRX -1.822
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AJlSYS 8.1
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GPD:100 mm:516 upper ~heLl:sect+link:1l0 temp:P=4.75 (MPs) :Yield*.866

Figure (9.3): Mises' equivalent stress at upper shell (MPa)
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Figure (9.4): Mises's equivalent stress at tubesheet (MPa)
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To reduce the stresses at the upper shell without changing the material or
increasing the 60 mm shell thickness" the amount of stress and strain at a pressure
of 4.0 MPa, which is the same as the one given on the data sheet, is given in figures
(9.5 to 9.8) below.
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Figure (9.5): Mises' equivalent stress at tubesheet (MPa)
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Figure (9.6): Mises' equivalent strain at tubesheet.
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Figure (9.7): Mises' equivalent stress at upper shell (MPa).
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Figure (9.8): Mises' equivalent strain at upper shell.
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The next step considered is the progressive deformation design check. Figures
(9.8.A) to (9.8.D) show the result ofthis check for upper shell material with
516 Gr 70 material. According to this check the model shakes down to full elastic
behaviour under 4.45 MPa pressure.
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Fig.(9.8.A): Mises' equivalent stress field for linear- elastic constitutive law and
limit pressure of 4.45 MPa on tube side and temperatures of 108 oe on upper shell
and 50 oe on the lower shell. Tubesheet with calculated temperature distribution.
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Fig (9.8.B): Mises' equivalent stress for elastic-plastic constitutive law at the limit
pressure ad of 4.45 MPa and temperatures boundary of 108 oe on upper shell and
50 oe on lower shell. Tubesheet with calculated temperature distribution.
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Fig.(9.8.C): Residual Mises' equivalent stress field at 0.001 MPa pressure and
temperature T= 20°C after pressure loading of 5.37 MPa.
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Fig.(9.8.D):Mises' equivalent stress ofsuperposition of stress fields, linear-elastic
and residual stress fields.
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• Upper shell material SA-537 CI. 2, tubesheet thickness 100 mm,
upper and lower shell thickness 60 mm

In order to investigate the tubesheet performance for large pressures, with
100 mm thickness of the tubesheet, the upper shell material was changed to the
stronger type SA 537 C1.2.With this material for gross plastic deformation design
check the program crashes at 9.03 MPa indicating no solution for this pressure.

The last valid solution occurs at load step 0.721, which, after applying the partial
safety factor on action, results in a permissible pressure of 5.5 MPa.

Pcitital = 5.42 MPa

Figure (9.9 to 9.12) indicates the plot ofMises' equivalent stress and strain.
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Figure (9.9): Mises' equivalent stress in tubesheet (MPa)
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Figure (9.10): Mises' equivalent strain in tubesheet.
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Figure (9.11): Mises' equivalent stress in upper shell (MPa)
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Figure (9.12): Mises' equivalent strain in upper shell.
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Based on the above figures, it is evident that the tubesheet can withstand the
pressure of 5.42 MPa with thickness of 100 mm provided that for the upper shell
SA 537 Cl.2 material, which has higher yield strength is used. This pressure is
larger than the data sheet pressure.
Furthermore, the case with a material possessing a higher yield strength value of
380 MPa has also been checked. With this yield strength, the program crashes at
9.0 MPa indicating no solution for this pressure. The last valid solution occurs at
load step .98, which, after application ofthe partial safety factor on action, results in
a permissible pressure of7.3 MPa.

Figure (9.9A to 9.12A) show the plots ofMises' equivalent stress and strain.
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Figure (9.9A): Mises' equivalent stress at tubesheet (MPa)
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Figure (9.10A): Mises' equivalent strain at tubesheet.
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Figure (9.11A): Mises' equivalent stress at upper shell (MPa)
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Figure (9.12A): Mises' equivalent strain at upper shell.
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Figure (9.11): Mises's equivalent stress at upper shell (MPa)
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Figure (9.12): Mises'equivalent strain at upper shelL

Based on the results shown in above figures, it is evident that the tubesheet
can withstand the pressure of 7.4 MPa with thickness of 100 mm, provided that
upper shell material with the 380 MPa yield strength value is used. This pressure is
larger than the data sheet pressure.

The next step is the progressive deformation design check. For both ofthe
above material cases this check has been performed.

Figures (9.13) to (9.15) show the results ofthis check for the upper shell material
SA 537 C12 , and figures (9.13A) to (9.15A) show the result ofthis check for the
material with 380 l\.fPa yield strength value.

According to these checks, the model shakes down to fully elastic behaviour
for pressure cycles from zero to 5.42 MPa for the SA 537 CL2 material, and upto
7.4 MPa for the material with 380 MPa yield strength value.
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Fig. (9.13): Mises' equivalent stress (MPa) for the linear- elastic constitutive law
and the limit pressure of 5.42 MPa on tube side and temperatures of 108 oe on
upper shell and 50 oe on the lower shell. Tubesheet with the calculated temperature
distribution
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Fig. (9.14): Mises' equivalent stress(MPa) for the elastic-plastic constitutive law at
the limit pressure of 5.42 MPa and temperatures boundary of 108 oe on upper shell
and 50 oe on lower shell. Tubesheet with calculated temperature distribution.
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Fig. (9.14.1): Mises' equivalent stress (MPa) for the elastic-plastic constitutive law
at the limit pressure of 5.42 MPa and temperatures of 108 oe on upper shell and
50 oe on lower shell. Tubesheet with the calculated temperature distribution.
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It should be noted that, by comparing figures (9.14) and (9.14.1), it can be
observed the plasticization has already ocurred at the channel side of the tubesheet,
which possesses a lower yield stress there due to the higher temperature in
comparison to the shell side ofthe tubesheet which is at 50 0 e and, therefore, has a
higher yield stress value. The amount of stress at lower side is quite high and very
close to the yield stress value at this location. See table (2.2.1.A) for material hot
yield properties.
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Fig. (9.15): Residual Mises' equivalent stress field at 0.001 MPa pressure and
temperature T= 20 oe under pressure loading of 5.42 MPa.
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Fig.(9.16):Mises' equivalent stress (MPa) ofsuperposition of stress fields, linear-
elastic and residual stress fields.
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Fig.(9.13A): Mises' equivalent stress (MPa) for linear- elastic constitutive law and
limit pressure of7.3 MPa on tube side and temperatures of 108 oe on upper shell
and 50 oe on the lower shell. Tubesheet with the calculated temperature
distribution.
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Fig. (9.14A): Mises' equivalent stress (MPa) for the elastic-plastic constitutive law
at the limit pressure of7.3 MPa and temperatures of 108 oe on upper shell and 50
oe on lower shell. Tubesheet with the calculated temperature distribution.
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Fig.(9.15A): Residual Mises' equivalent stress (MPa) at 0.001 MPa pressure and
temperature T= 20 oe under originalloading of7.3 MPa.
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Fig. (9.16A): Mises' equivalent stress (MPa) of superposition of stress fields,
linear-elastic and residual stress field.

To plot the stress states for the above situation, in [28] it is suggested to use the
deviatoric map.

Figure (9.17) and (9.17 A) shows the plot ofMises' equivalent stress, as calculated,
in the deviatoric map plane.

Figure (9.17.A): Deviatory map (TI = 246.5 MPa, (T2= 141 MPa, (T3= 69.3 MPa:
(Tcq= 154.3 MPa: Upper shell 537 Cl2

The plot is for node number 67921, which has highest value for the linear- elastic
model, and following principal stresses have been used:
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Residual stress: 0,= - I28.6 MPa, 02= 39.2 MPa, 03= 1. I9 MPa
Stress for the linear- elastic constitutive law and for the pressure of 5.42 MPa
at the prescribed temperature: 0,= 375 MPa, 02= 102.7 MPa, 03= 67.3 MPa

Fig.(9. I 7.A): Deviatory map 01 = 339.9 MPa, 02 = I95.4 MPa, 03= 95.324 MPa:
Ocq=2 I2.97 MPa: Upper shell yield strength 380 MPa

The plot is for node number 6792 1, which shows the largest value for the linear-
elastic model, and the following principal stresses had been used:

Residual stress: 0,= -180.54 MPa, 02= 37.15 MPa, 03= 0.62 MPa
Stress for the linear- elastic constitutive law and for the pressure of 7.4
MPa at the prescribed temperature: 01= 520.4 I MPa,02= I59.09 MPa,
03= 93.88 MPa
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10. Discussion and comparison of the results

Based on various calculations performed for a variety of load cases, geometry
variants, different approaches, the following results can be reported.

a. Code calculations

In reference to table (3.3.1), which is given below as table (I 0.1), the EN
13445 Clause 13 calculations in comparison with ASME Sec. VIII Div I code
result in bending stresses that are identical in both codes, and that there are only
slight differences in shear stresses.

In fact, since both codes are based on similar approaches (shell and plate
theory with effective elastic constants), the close results have been anticipated to be
obtained with similar material properties.

The basic difference between the results for these two codes as far as the
comparision within the frame work ofthis study is concerned, results from
differences in the values of the equivalent elastic constants.
In the ASME code the elastic constants are out of range for this reactor with its
specific geometry, whereas Clause 13 of EN 13445-3 provides comprehensive data
in regard to these values.

ASME See VIII, Div 2, Article 4-900(c) and (b) indicate that the method
contained in (4-9) does not account for the staying action from tubes, and
recommends that the stiffening effect resulting from the staying action ofthe tubes
should be obtained by an analysis and incorporated. It also suggests that such
stiffening may either increase or decrease the stresses in the tubesheet itself and in
the attached shells. For this reason this division was not considered.

With regard to results of calculation based on Annex J it should be noted that
Annex J is not explicit with regard to the required length ofthickened portion ofthe
shell on the head side. Usage ofthe corresponding requirements for the shell side is
obvious but not stated.

Comparing EN 13445-3 Annex J results with Clause 13 results indicate that
Annex J gives larger values for the maimum allowable pressure. The values in
Table (3.3.1) are not the optimalones as far as the calculations per EN 13445-3
Annex J are concerned - based on a limit analysis approach, the large margin for
bending stresses can be used, according to this Annex J approach, to increase the
small margin for shear stresses, resulting in an increase in the maximum permissible
pressure.
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Table (10.1) Results of calculations according to codes (A)

Load (Jb,max Tmax Ta (Jb,a Tmax I (Jb,max Notes
Cases Ta I (Jb,a

(MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)

EN Pressure 266.64 63 116 290 0.44 0.92 (F)
13445-
3
Clause Press & 130.33 30.8 116 435 0.27 0.30 fallow= 3f

13 Temp. (E)

Annex Pressure - - - 0.88 0.51 (8)
J 0.39

ASME Pressure 265.53 56 110 275.86 0.51 0.96 (C), (D)
Sec.

0.68VIII Press & 115 40.2 110 552 0.36

Div I Temp.

Notes:
(A) (Jb.max is maximum calculated bending stress (MPa).

Tmax is maximum calculated shear stress (MPa).
Ta is allowable stress in shear (MPa).
(Jb.a is allowable stress in bending (MPa).

(B) Uniform wall thickness is assumed. Annex J deals not with equivalent stress to
allowable stress ratios, but with action to allowable action ratios. The method does not
incorporate effect ofthermal stresses, being a strict limit analysis approach. The 0.39 is the
optimum value of O'b,maxl O'b,a, optimal for the whole structure.
(C) Curve for E*,v*are out ofrange also E*,v* are not function ofthickness.
(D) ASME Sec.VIII, Oiv 2 has not been considered since the staying action oftubes

is not directly covered. Furthermore, curves for the equivalent elastic properties are
out of limit.
(E) fis the allowable stress in tension see table (2.2.4).
(F) The allowable stress in shear is .8f, the allowable stress in bending is 2f.
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b. Elastic calculations

Table 10.2 shows the results of elastic analyses.

Table (10.2): Result of elastic analyses at the tube sheet

Thickness (mm) Load case Displacement Maximum (Jeq

(mm) (MPa)
129 pressure .725 197.27
129 Pressure + 2.39 149.02

temp.
100 pressure .49 230.5
100 Pressure + 2.36 182.33

temperature

c. Inelastic analysis

Table (10.6) shows the results for the permissible pressure in accordance with the
GPO design check.

Table( 10.6): Results of inelastic calculations

Check type Tube Sheet Upper Shell Pressure
Thickness( mm) Material

GPD 129 SA 516 Gr 70 6.61a

PD 129 SA 516 Gr 70 6.61b
: O.K.

GPD 129 SA 537 CI.2 7.4 a

PD 129 SA 537 CI.2 7.4 b: O.K.
GPD 100 SA 516 Gr 70 4.5 a

PD 100 SA 516 Gr 70 4.5 b: O.K.
GPD 100 SA 537 CI.2 5.42a

PD 100 SA 537 CI.2 5.42 b: O.K.

a Critical pressure according to gross plastic deformation design check.
b The requirements ofthe PO design check are fulfilled for this pressure, the
maximum permissible pressure according to the GPO design check.
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11. Conclusions

The following conclusions result from this work:

A) Code calculations

• Calculations according to EN 13445-3 clause 13 and ASME See VIII, Div 1
produce precisely the same results in the case of this reactor. The same value of the
bending stresses and close values for the shear stresses have been obtained with
similar approximations for these cases.
This comes from the fact that both codes are based on the shell and plate theories
with effective elastic constants. EN 13445-3 Clause 13 gives tabulated values for
the equivalent elastic constants as a function of thickness, still not included in
ASME Sec. VIII, Div 1 code.
• Calculations according to EN 13445-3 Appendix J indicate that the
maximum allowable pressure on the tube sheet can be doubled as far as bending is
concerned, and some increase can be achieved as far as shear is concerned. With
further iterations an optimum between shear and bending could be achived. This is
a clear indication ofthe overly conservative design ofthe tubesheet as per data
sheet.
• ASME Sec. VIII, Div 2 has the limitation ofnot considering the staying
effect from tubes, and some parameters must be obtained by procedures not
tabulated in the code. In this regard, calculations according to this code are not
recommended.
• ASME Sec. VIII, Div. I and EN 13445-3 Clause 13 and Annex J differ from
each other considerably in the allowable stress values. Usage ofthe different
allowable stresses in above calculations would result in additional differences
between these codes.
• Incorporation ofthermal stresses in the calculations according to both
ASME Sec. VIII, Div 1 and EN 13445-3, show in the considered load cases a
reduction in bending and shear stresses. Being based on limit analysis ideas,
EN 13445-3 Annex J does not include thermal stress effects.

B) Elastic Analysis

• The base for obtaining tubesheet thickness in the data sheet has been an
approach based on stress categorization. This stress categorization cannot be
performed real istically for the junction of tubesheet to shell.
• According to the calculations performed in this work, the tubesheet shows
larger Mises' equivalent stress in the case of pressure action only in comparison
with the case of the combination of pressure and temperature. In this case thermal
stresses reduce the overall stresses. This is in line with the results obtained by code
calculations.
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• The calculation ofthe displacements ofthe tubesheet are larger in the case
with inclusion ofthe temperature effect. For the case ofpressure only the tubesheet
moves up and rotates slightly, due to the influence ofthe upper shell. This behavior
is the same for the case calculated with temperature, but with much larger values
and almost no rotations.

• Reduction in the tubesheet thickness shows small amount of increase on
Mises' equivalent stress with some changes in displacements for the same pressure
and temperature.

• Checking fatigue indicates that the circumferential weld between channel
shell and tubesheet can safely withstand a number of full pressure cycles far above
the shutdown and startup cycle anticipated for this reactor to occur during its useful
life.

• Check for various radii sizes have indicated that the data sheet design is not
optimal.

C) Inelastic Analysis

• Based on calculation results performed with data sheet thickness and
according to EN 13445-3, Annex B, the maximum allowable pressure on the
tubesheet could be greatly increased.
• Usage of stronger material for the channel side shell results in an increase of
85%. This means that the datasheet thickness is not an optimum one and can be
reduced to lower values.
• With above increase in maximum allowable pressure it has been shown that
the model shakes down to elastic behavior. Thermal stresses have been included in
these investigations.
• On repeated cyclic actions it has been shown that there is no progressive
plastic deformation. The small amount of plastic strains determined as residual
strain field after first unloading will not grow.
• Calculations with reduced tubesheet thickness indicate that even with the
weaker data sheet material for the channel side shell the tubesheet can carry safely
the imposed actions.
• With stronger channel side shell material and reduced tubesheet thickness
and reduced shell thicknesses at the the junction, it has been shown that the
requirements ofthe GPO design check are fulfilled and the tubesheet shakes down
to linear-elastic behaviour. The reduction in thicknesses of tubesheet and shells at
the either side ofthe tubesheet renders a safe design, and can be adopted for this
reactor.

• All calculations could be repeated to obtain an optimal tubesheet thickness.
Above calculations have been performed for a 22% reduction in tubesheet
thickness, and these show that a further (small) reduction is possible.
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12. Appendices

1. Evaluation of yield surfaces
2. Code calculations
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1. Evaluation of yield surfaces

To evaluate the degree ofplasticization ofa cross- section along lines in
thickness direction of plates and shells, two approaches have been employed. These
approaches are: Evaluation of the Ilyushin generalized yield function for portion of
the modellocated at a shell region, and averaging ofMises' equivalent stress for
paths located in tubesheet area.

It should be noted that the actual stresses at the path of interest have non- linear
distribution, and via integration along the paths an equivalent linear stress
distribution can be obtained automatically by the software program.

A.I Evaluation of Ilyushin 's yield function

Ilyushin's yield function is a function of standardized stress resultants.
Standardized stress- resultants are quantities obtained by dividing the stress
resultants by their fully plastic values.

Stress- resultants are quantities based on (thin) shell and plate theories, and,
therefore, can be determined directly only for cases treated with shell or plate
elements. For stresses obtained by usage of volume elements an appropriate
integration along evaluation lines in thickness direction is required. The selected
path is indicated below. It is located at the upper end of the upper shell, the
percentage of plasticization has been determined to be 93 %. Figures (Al. I to
AI.4 ) give the relevant information.

1
IIATH AN8YA 8.1

MAY 7 2005
11:50:06

BLEHEN,.!

GPD 16.6 ) MFa ~oad : Mises •. 866 yie~d va~ue

Figure (Al. I ): Path location at upper shell, close to top boundary ofupper shell.
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1
PATH

GPD (6.6 ) MFa load Mises' .866 yield value

Figure (AI.2): Path location from node 70398 to 70348 at upper shell close to end.

1
STBP=l
SUB =7

TH1E=1

PATH PLOT
N001=7039B
Noo2=7034B
SBOV

GPD (6.6 ) MFa load Mises' .866 yield value

DIST

ANS'tS 8.1
HAY 7 2005

11,40,55

~OST1

Figure (AI.3): Mises' equivalent stress(MPa) for through-thickness path, at a
pressure of6.61 MPa applied to the upper shell.
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ANSYS B.1
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GPO (6.6 ) HPa load: Tresca - Mises yield value correction

Figure (AlA): Equivalent linear stress distribution for a pressure of 6.61 MPa

It should be recalled that Ilyushin yield surfuce has been derived for Mises
yield condition. IfTresca's yield condition is required, the yield stress has to be
corrected, the reduced value used.

A.2 Evaluation of average Mises' equivalent stress in the tubesheet

Figures (A2.1 to A2. ) indicate the path locations and the values of Mises'
equivalent stress through the thickness ofthe tubesheet.
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1
PATH ANSysS.1

KAY 7 2005
13:51:15
ELBMEN'1'5

GPD (6.6 ) MFa load ~ses' .866 yield value

Figure (A.2.1): Location ofpaths at the tubesheet
1
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TIME=l
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KAY 7 2005
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25 100
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I
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150
157

Figure (A.2.2): Mises' equivalent stresses for 6.61 MPa pressure at the paths.
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Figures (A.2.3) to (A.2.4) show the location ofpath A and path B, used in the
averaging Mises' equivalent stresses.

1
PA'!'H

GPO (6.6 ) MPa load Tresca .. Hi3es yield value correction

Figure (A.2.3) Path A and B locations.

ANSYS B.l
MAY 7 2005

15:44:04

ELEMENTS

"1--------------------------------,
NOOR NUM ANl:;YG 8.1

PA,." KAY 7 2005
1~:S4: 19

NOORS

17•

JBO

7633

7642

7634

7643

76350

764.

J630

J631

GPO (6.6 ) MPa load Tre~c~ - Mises yield value correction

Figure (A.2.4): Number ofnodes attached to path A and B, see fig.(A.2.3)
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Table (A.2.1): Mises' equivalent stress at path A and B at 6.61 MPa pressure

Node (J\ (J2 (J3 (Jeo Path
779 69.5 26.4 -17.128 75.023 A
7633 46.573 21.373 -21.998 60.075 A
7634 37.103 14.932 -29.02 58.296 A
7635 23.85 5.8026 -34.835 52.062 A
7630 16.751 3.49 -58.888 69.956 A
780 105 60.75 13.192 79.6 B
7642 70.601 43.114 -6.3432 67.535 B
7643 46.634 30.893 -24.617 64.83 B
7644 17.911 13.348 -52.839 68.583 B
7631 10.316 9.988 -58.775 68.928 B

Path series A

Mises' equivalent stresses at the paths are extracted from the program output:

aAl = 75 MPa
aA2 = 60 MPa
aA3 = 58 MPa
aA4 = 52 MPa
aA5 = 70 MPa

There follows the average value
a = (aAl + 2aA2 + 2aA3+2aA4 + aA5) / (2n -2)

= [75+2(60) +2(58)+2(52)+70]/ 8 = 60.6 MPa

The material design yield stress, after application ofthe partial safety factor, see
section 2, is given by

a materia) = 156.6 MPa

and the degree ofplasticization thus given by 60.6 / 156.6 = 39 %

Path series 8

Mises' equivalent stresses at the paths are extracted from the program output as:
aß) = 79.6 MPa
aß2 = 64.83 MPa
aB3 = 68.58 MPa
aB4 = 68.9 MPa

a = [79.6+2(67.5)+2(64.83)+2(68.58)+68.9)/ (2(5) - 2)] = 68.79 MPa
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The material design yield stress, after application of the partial safty factor, see
section 2, is given by
cr material = 156.6 MPa
and the degree pg plasticization thus given by 68.79/156.6 = 44 %
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App.2 : Code Calculations

This appendix gives the detail calculations according to the code procedures
with results tabulated in table (3.3.1). Two load cases have been considered: normal
operating condition, and condition for tube side pressure only, see section 3.3 for
details.

A. EN - 13445 -3 Clause 13

The rules provided in above clause are based on the classical elasticty
theory of thin plates and shells, effective elastic constants, and assuming that the
tubesheet rests on elastic foundation created by the tubes. The results of the
calculations according to this code have been tabulated below for the three major
parts and for the corroded condition.

For the purpose of comparison, the allowable stresses are taken from
EN 13445- 3, details are provided in chapter 2. These parts deal with the evaluation
of geometry data, effective elastic constants, rigidities, and their conversion in the
effective pressure, as well as the stress calculation and the comparison with
allowable limits.

For fixed tubesheet exchangers this clause permits a local reduction of
thickness at the periphery ofthe tubeshcet in the form of a relief groove. For details
in this regard see section on groove analysis.

In the following, all nomenclature is accordance with the EN 13445, part 3.

(A.I) Effective geometry and constants

a) Effective constants:

Diameter of the perforated tube sheet area, 00= OTL = 4136 mm
Basic ligament efficiency:

~ = ( p - dt)/p = (69-57)/69 = 0.174
~* = (p*-d*)/p*

where

p* = p = 69 (no unperforated diameter row, S=O)
d* = effective tube hole diameter
d* = max {[dl - 2et( EtlE).(ft/f).p ];[ dt-2et]},
with outside tube diameter dl = 57 mm, and tube thickness et =2.9 mm, there follows
Et=193875 MPa
E =193875 MPa
ft = 121 MPa (see chapter 2)
f=145 MPa (see chapter 2)
d* =max {[57 -2(2.9)(193875/193875)( 121/145)p ],[57-2(2.9)]}
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where p = Il.xle.
Since tubes are not expanded, Il.x=0.0, P =0.0, and

d* = 57 mm
11*= (69-57)/69=0.174

Fig. 13.7.8.1, render, with 11*= 0.174 and (e/p) = (129/69) =1.87,

ao= -2.1218*10.3,a1= 0.24215, a2= 3.961, a3= -6.0035, a4=3.29124,(E*/E)= 0.1313,

E*= 0.1313(193875)= 25455.8 MPa

further more,

ßo= 0.99605, ßI= -4.2825, ß2= 9.2546, ß3= -8.1112, ß4= 2.680187, v*= 0.49

b) Effective tube sheet diameter ( Corroded)

De= (Ds+Dc)/2, De=(4256+4236)/2= 4246 mm

c) Effective tube length

L = Ll- 2e, Ll= 4396+2(135-6), e=135-6=126 mm, L= 4396 mm

d) Tube sheet perforation coefficients

With NI = number oftubes = 3100, dl = 57 mm, el = 2.9 mm, one has

Xs = 1-3100(57/4246i, Xs = 0.4413

Xl = 1- 3100[(57-2*2.9)/4246]2, Xl = 0.5492

e) Axial rigidities

Tube:

With el = 2.9 mm, dl = 57 mm, L= 4396 mm, El = 193875 N/mm, one has

KI=[rr.(2.9)(57-2.9)( 193875)]/4396 = 21727.25

Shell:
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With es = 70- 3 =67 mm, (Os)corr = 4250+6= 4256 mm,

Es= 195000 Mpa, L= 4396 mm, one has

Ks = [1t.67.(4256+67).195000]/4396 = 40363316.05, and

Ks.t= 40363316.05/(3100)(21727.25) = 0.599

Elastic foundation:

Kw= (8KtN,)/(1t.O/), Kw is the modulus ofthe assumed elastic foundation
equivalent to the tube bundle:

Kw= [8(21727.25).(31 00]/(1t(4246)2) = 9.513

J= 1.0 (no expansion joint)

t) Tube bundle to tube sheet rigidity ratio

0* is the equivalent bending rigidity ofthe tube sheet (effective bending

rigidity) given by

0* =(E*.e3)/[12(1-v*2)].

With e = 129 mm, E*= 25455.8 MPa, one obtains

0*= [25455.8.(129)3]/[12(1-0.492)] = 5992640023

X= (9 .518/599264002309)o25( 4246/2) = 13.4

g) Bending rigidity of the shell away from thickened portion

Ks = [2Es{es)25]/{[12{l-v/)l7\Os+es)05}

Es = 195000 N/mm2 , modulus of elasticity ofthe shell side shell at the calculated
temperature, with the shell inside diameter below the thickened portion, Os, and
with es = 31 mm, one obtains

Es.1= Es = 195000 N/mm2

Ks = {(2) (1925000)(3125)]/ {[ 12{1_0.32)]°.75.(4292+ 31 )O.5}=42317008.7 N/mm2

Note: Due to shell thickening at the junction the axial rigidity already calculated
should be corrected as indicated below,
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Os= 4292 mm, es=31 mm,es.1 =67 mm, I = 4396 mm, II =1146 mm, 1'\= 745 mm

Es= Es.I=195000 N/mm2

Ks' =[rr(4292+31)]1

{[(4396-1146-745)1 (31)(195000)]+[(1 146+745)/(67)(1 95000)]}

K/ =24289713.05

(KsI) correctedforendthickening= Ks' I N I Kt

(KsI) correctedforendthickening= 24289713.051 (3100) (21727.25) = 0.36

Bending rigidities of shell and channel corrected for thickened portion,

Ks = [2Es\(es\)2.5]/{[12(1-v/)]0.7\Os+eslt 5}

= [2(195000) (67l5]1 {[12(1_0.32)o75] (4250+67)0.5} = 36307271.3

Channel Shell

Ec= 192000 MPa, Ec=90-3=87 mm, Vc= 0.3, (Oc)corr=4236 mm

Note: ec at the thickened portion has been used in the determination of Kc since the
head starts immediately after this portion.

Kc= [2(192000) (87i.5]1 ([12(1-0.32)] 0.75(4236+87)0.5}= 68638812.21

h) Tube sheet edge restraint factor due to both shelles

z= (Ks+Kc)1 [(Kw)025(0*)0.75]

Z= (36307271.3+68638812.21 )/[(9.513)°25(5992640023)°.75] = 2.78

A. II Effective Pressure

(2JKstO/)]) Ps - (JKs/ (I +JKsIFq))[Xt+2vt(l-Xt)+( IIJKst)] Pt

+ [JKstl (I+JKstFq)] (Kw/2) y

J= 1.0, Kst= 0.36, Fq= Fig 13.5.4-1, X= 13.4 and Z=2.78, Fq= 5.983
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y* = (167.5-20)( 12.51)( I0.6)(4396)-( 145-20)[( 12.42)( 10-6)(4396-1146

-745)+( 12.42)(1 0.6)(1146+ 745)]

y* =1.286

Pe= [0.36/ (1+ (0.36)(5.983»] [0.4413+2(0.3) (1-0.4413) + (2(0.3)/0.36)-0] Ps

- [0.36/ (1+ (0.36) (5.983»] [0.5492+2(0.3) (1-0.5492) + (1/0.36)] PI

+ [0.36/ (I+ 0.36(5.983»] [9.513/2] y*

Pe =.278 Ps - 0.411 PI + 0.543 y*

For Ps= lObar = 1.0 MPa, P[=40 bar = 4.0 MPa

Pe=0.278( 1.0)-0.411 (4.0) +0.543y*= -1.366+ 0.543y*

A. III Load Cases

With regard to operating modes ofthe reactor, the following load cases are
considered in the following. Generally possible modes are:

A. Load case I: Design pressures and ambient temperatures.

B. Load case 2: Design pressure and design temperatureon both sides.

C. Load case 3: Tubeside design pressure and temperature, no pressure or no

temperature shellside.

D. Load case 4: Shellside design pressure and temperature, no pressure or no

temperature tube side.

Due to plant operation requirements, these load cases are all also possible for
the purpose ofthis work, but the cases, with the largest effect on stresses have
been considered only. These considered load cases are: Normal operating
condition on shell and tube side, and design pressure on both sides but no
temperature.

A.lV Stresses

a). Maximum radial bending stresses
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Fm=II(6H)

H, Fig 13.5.5.1 (0<= X<= 20) for X= 13.4, Z=2.78, H= 7.97568

Fm= 1/[(7.975)(6)] 0.0209, h'g = 0.0, no groove

(Jb= [( 1.5)(.0209)/0.174)] [(42461129)2] Pe= (195.195) Pe MPa

Allowable stress for pressure only is I (J I <= 2f, where f is the allowable stress,

according to table (2.2.4) given by 145 MPa.

For y= 0.0 ( load case with pressure but no temperature), there follows:

Pc= -1.34 MPa

(Jb= (195.195) (-1.366)= -266.64 MPa

Therefore,

266.64< 2( 145) =290, and (Jbl(Jallow= 266.64/290 = 0.92.

The allowable stresses for the load case considered, Pt and Ps with thermal
expansion effect y (normal operating condition), are given by 3f:

I (J I <= 3 f

For the load case with normal operating condition pressure and

•temperatures, y= y = 1.286, and

Pc= -1.366+0.543y.

Pc= -1.366+0.543( 1.286)

There follows: Pe = -0.6677, and (Jb= -130.33 MPa

Therefore,

130.33< 435, and (Jbl(Jallow= 130.33/435= 0.30.

b) Shear stresses

T = (1/4~) (Dole) Pc

Pe= -1.34+0.53 y* = -1.366+0.543( 1.286)
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For load case with thermal load

Pe = -0.6677, and

T = [1/(4(0.174)](4136/129)Pe

T = 46.07 Pe = 46.07(-0.6677) = 30.76 MPa.

The allowable shear stress is given by 0.8f:

I T I <= 0.8 f= 0.8 (145) = 116 MPa, and

T hallow=30.76/ 116 = 0.265

For case without thermal load

Pe= -1.366, and

T = 46.07 Pe

T = 46.07(-1.366) = 63 MPa, and

T hallow = 63/ 145= 0.44

B. Calculation according to EN-13445 - Annex J

Annex J provides alternative rules and has been created on the basis of limit
analysis theory.

(J.5) Parameters

d) = OTL= 4136 mm

d2 = min {max (dc,dGc;max(ds,dGs)}

no gasket, and, therefore, dGc=dGs=O

d2 = min {(4230,4250)} = 4230 mm, where de = 4230 mm and ds = 4250 mm.

Furthermore,

bR = (d2-d)/2 = (4230-4136)/2 = 47 mm

À-R= (2 bR)/d, = (2)(47)/4136 = .0227
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bs = { max (dc;dGc)-max(ds;dGs)}/2 = (4230-4250)/2 = -10

Às = 2bs/d2 = (2)(-10)/4230 = -0.00473

The signs of bs and Às must be strictly observed.

(J.5.2) Tube sheet perforation

do,c= max {do-(28xAx/ep );dT-2eT}

Ax = (Ix+'-'dT eT) eT

According to manufacturing detail on tuhcshcet groove and tube weld,

lx = hl = 4.0 mm

Ax = (4+ '-'(57)(2.9» (2.9) = 48.885 mm2

8x = min{(I,O);(f/fp}}

ft and fp are the nominal design stresses for tubes and tubesheet, see table 2.2.2:

ft= 121 MPa, fp= 145 MPa.

Furthermore, one has

8x = min{(I,0);(121/145)} = min {(I,O); 0.834} = 0.834, and

do,c= max{58-[(2)(0.834)(48.885)/129]; 57-2(2.9)}
= max{(58-0.63); 51.2} = max (57.36; 51.2) = 57.36, the effective tube hole di

diameter

(J.5.2.2) Parameters of the equivalent (effective) weakened plate

<1>p = 1- dO,el P

<1>p= 1- 57.36169 = 0.1686< 0.5

For <1>p< 0.5 , one has

Kp = '-' <1>p(l- <1>p) = '-' 0.1686 (1-.1686) = 0.3 74

(J.6.2) Active pressure
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(J.6.2.1) Direct fluid pressure difference at the whole tubesheet

PD = PT - Ps = 4.0 - 1.0 = 3.0 MPa.

(J.6.2.2) Resultant shear force pressure at the outer boundary of the tube

region

PR = PD = 3.0 MPa

(J.7) Tube sheet supported by straight tubes

(J.7.1.2) Relative area in the tubed region

For the relative fluid pressure loaded area in the tube region one has:

XT = 1- NT. {(dT-2eT)/ dr}2 = 1- 3100{(57-2(2.9»/ 4136}2 = 0.5249,

2 2Xs =1- NT (dT/di) = 1- 3100(57/4136) = 0.412, and

v = Xr- Xs = 0.5249- 0.412 = 0.1129

(J.7.1.3) Buckling length of tubes

NBe = 3, lA = Iß = le = 1165 mm

h,K = max{0.70 lA ; Y IB;0.70 le} = max{ 0.70(1165); Y(1165);0.70(1165)},
for le= Iß

Furthermore,

y=..J (0.4888 + 0.102(1) + 0.11(1) + 0.091(1) + 0 + 0.01(1) = 0.895

h,K = max{0.7(1165);0.905(1165);0.70(1165)}

K = max{815.5;1054.3;815.5} K = 1054.3 mm

(J.7.1.4) Effective throat thickness of tube end welds

According to the weld layout, as given in the data sheet:
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hI = 4.0,hp = 4.0,wp = 4.0,hR = 4.0, WR= 2.0 and WT= 0.0

a T,P= (0.6(h/)+wp2)1 v'h/+w/ = (0.6(4)2+(4)2)/v'42+42 P= 4.525

a T,R= (0.6hR2+WR2)/v'hR2+WR2R= (0.6(42)+22)1 v'16+22 = 3.04

aT,T= [(0.6)hI2+ WT2] 1v'(hI2+w/) T= (0.6( l6»/v'16 = 2.4

(J.7.2) Active Direct Pressures

PD = PT- Ps = 584 - 146 = 438 Psig = 3.02 MPa

PE = PT XT - Ps Xs E = 4.0(0.525) - (1.0)(0.412) E = 1.6876

(J.7.3) Tube Support

The allowable longitudinal stress for the tubes in tension MPa fT,tis given by

fT,t= fr-( I Ps I dT)/(2eT), with the

nominal design stress for the tubes fI' = 121 MPa one obtains

fT,\ = 121 - [(I )(57)/«2)(2.9»] = 111.17 MPa

(5.7.3.1.2) Allowable longitudinal compressive stress in tubes

where

<JT(P)= [( 1)(57)2 -4(57-2(2.9)2] I [6(57-2.9)(2.9)] = -7.68, and

fr,c = -7.68+(121-7.68) Iv' 1+
{(1.2161l93875)(1.30(l2I)-7.681)( 1054.3/(57-2.9))2}2 = 99.06

This calculation ofthe allowable longitudinal compressive stress in the tubes
includes a higher safety and, therefore, is more conservative than that in 13.9.3,
because here limit analysis is being applied.

(J.7.3.2) Calculation orthe design stress for the tube to tube sheet connection

(J.7.3.2.1) for welded only:

With fR = (fp + fT)/2 = (145 + 121 )/2 = 133 MPa one obtains for
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fx= fxw= min []45(4.425); 133(3.04); ]2](2.4)]/2.9

w= min ( 64] .625; 404.32; 290.4) / 2.9 w = ]00.] 3

(J.7.3.3) Allowable axial forces per area unit orthe tube bundle

v = O.] 129 (see J.7.1.2)

[Qd = (0.1129) min(111.17; 100.13}

[QI] = ] 1.30 Mpa

[Qc] = v min(f T,c; fx)

[Qc] = O.] ]29 mine 99.06; 100.] 3}

[Qc] = ] I.] 8

-[Qcl< [QI]

-11.18< 11.30

Note: Normaly -[Qc]< [QI]' Ifthese condition in not met, the tubebundle is
overloaded and should be redesigned, in this case this was not required.

(J.7.4) Reactive pressures

The expected reactive axial forces per area unit ofthe tubebundle in the tubed
region are QI in the inner zone and QA in the outer zone. They are to be determined
as follows:

Recalling PE= 1.6876 ( see J.7.2):

For - [Qd <= PE <= [Qc], -11.79 < ] .6876< ] 1.448:

QI= -PE = -1.6876, PR = PD = 3.021 MPa > 0.0 (See J .6.2.1), and QA=+ [QI] = 11.30

(J.7.5) Active resultant pressure

The resultant active axial shear force at the outer boundary ofthe tubed region
is expressed by a corresponding pressure PR. For heat exchangers with fixed
tubesheet and without expansion bellows, as in the present case, reactive forces are
included in PR.
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(J.7.5.6) Fixed tube sheet without expansion bellows

Here PR is statically undetermined, and, therefore, and in consequence ofthe limit
analysis approach, only the extreme possible and allowable values are given. Later,
calculations may be made using any value PR between the given extreme values,
and the most favourable final result be used.

PR,max=min{PE+ [Qt]; (FR+ [Fe])1 AR}

With PE = 1.6876, [Qt] = 11.30, and

FR = PD. AR + Psds2(rr/4) = {PT d1
2+ Ps(ds2 - d,2 )} (rr/4).

Furthermore

PT= 4, d, = OTL = 4136, Ps= 1, ds= 4250.

There follows

FR= [4.0 (4136)2 + 1.0(42502 - 41362)](rr/4) = 54492485.95 N

[Ft] and [Fe] are allowable axial tensile and compressive force in the shell and have
been calculated with

With ds= 4250 mm, es = 67 mm (shell is thickened), and the allowable longitudinal
tensile stress for the shell [<Jsxtl,fs= 154.66 MPa (see table 2.2.4).

[<JSxe]is the allowable longitudinal compressive stress of the shell, equal to <Je,all,
where <Je,all is to be determined in accordance with subclause 16.14.8.1 and limit
as 8.4.2. Details are:

• according to 8.4.2

<Je= R P 0.2/t = 232 MPa ( see also table 2.2.1)

• according to 16.14.8.1

K= 1.21 Eej <JeD:

With E = 195000 MPa, Ea = 67 mm, the mean shell diameter 0 is given by
(4256 + 4390)/2 = 4323 mm.

There follows

K= 1.21(195000)(67)/(232)(4323)= 15.76

With Olea = 43231 67= 64.522< 424
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a = 0.831 .../1.0+ 0.005D/ea = 0.83/.../1.0 + 0.005(64.522) = 0.7217, and

/:)"= [1- 0.4123/(0.7217(15.76)°.6] 1 1.5 = 0.603

one obtains

cre.all= 232(0.6) = 140 MPa, [crsxc] = 140 MPa

PSi is the allowable internal fluid pressure for the shell, equal to Pmax( Subcluse 7.4)

Note: Since the shell is thickened locally this pressure has been calculated

for 67 mm corroded thickness.

Furthermore,

Pmax= (2f.z.ea)/Dm, F= 154.66, Z = 1.0, ea= 67 mm, and Dm= 4323 mm,

resulting in

Pmax = (2( 154.66) (1.0)(67»/4323 = 4.8 MPa

Psi=2.218 MPa

[Pse] is the allowable external fluid pressure for the shell; [PSe] = Pe.max(subclause
16.14)

• 16.14.7 item 4, Pe.maxthe maximum permissible external pressure in the
absence of other loadings, from clause 8 is calculated as

• Clause 8 (8.5.2.2)

L/2R = 1165/2(2161.5) = 0.3

where 1165 mm is the maximum length between stiffeners (baffel grids).

2R/ ea= 43231 3 1= 140, £ = .0025.

Pm= E.ea• d R m= 195000(31) (.0027)1 2161.5 = 7.55

There follows,

[PSe] = Pe.max= 7.55

Furthermore,

Fe = 1t.(4250)(67)(1 54.66)

min { (1401 154.66); (1- 1/4.8); [1+117.55 - 1/(2(4.8)]}
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= 138353965.5 min. {0.905; 0.8; 1.0282) c = 110683172.4 N

PR,max= min { PE+ [Qtl; ( FR+ [ FeD/ AR)}

With AR= (1£/4)(dli= 1£/4(4136i= 13435410.54 mm2 one obtains

PR,max= min {(1.6876+ 11.3); ( 54492485.95 + 110683172.4)/ 13435410.5}

= min {I2.9876; 12.294}

PR,max= 12.3 MPa

Similarly:

With

ds = 4250 mm, es=67 mm,

the allowable longitudinal tensile stress in shell [crsxtl= fs= 154.66 MPa,

Ps = 1.0,

[Psi] = Pmax= allowable internal fluid pressure for the shell, Pmax= 2.218 MPa,

one obtains

Ft= 1£(4250)(67)(154.66) min{l; I + (1.0/2.218)} = 138353965.5 N

Furthermore,

= max{1.6876- 11.18; (54492485.95- 138353965.5)/1343541O.54}

= max {-9.4924; -6.241} = 6 . 241 MPa.

PR,min= -6.241 M Pa

(J.7.6) Governing pressure representing the resultant effective axial force

Resultants of active and reactive axial force per area unit in the tubebundle:
PI= PE + QI
PE = 1.6876
QI= - PE= -1.6876 (see 1.7.4)
PI = 1.6876 - 1.6876
PI = 0.0
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PA = PE+ QA
PE = 1.6876
QA = 11.3
PA = 1.6876+ 11.30 = 12.98 MPa

Note: Ifthe strength ofthe tube is large enough to give the optimum support for the
tube sheet, then PI = 0.0. But, ifthis optimum is not realized, the tube bundle may
still have an acceptable good design.

(J.7.6.2) Force distribution parameter

A necessary minimum requirement for the tube bundle strength is 0 < = ç2< = 0
1fthis requirement is not met the tube bundle is unable to bear the active loadings
and must be redesigned.

For PR= 0.0 and PI = 0.0, there follows ç2 = 1.0
For PR < 0.0 and PI = 0, there follows, ç2 = 1- PRI PA , ç>O, not acceptable
For PR > 0.0 and PI= 0, there follows, ç2 = 1- PRI PA

Various values of ç corresponding to PR are possible.

(J.7.6.3) Governing pressure

Po represents the governing resultant axial force. It depends on Tland
ç ,where ç is the force distribution parameter, and Tlis the moment distribution
parameter.

PR = 1.35
PRshould be assumed, and the ratio of <Ds and <Db to be checked to be less than

unity. Other values of PR fail the check or are not optimal. There follows:

Tl2min=(12 Kp <Dp fpep
2)/( I PA I d12)

Kp is the shear strength oftube sheet given by 0.374 (see J.5.2.2),
<Dp is the relative bending strength ofthe tube sheet, given by 0.1683 (see J.5.2.2),
fp is the tube sheet strength, given by 145 MPa,
ep= 129 mm, PA= 12.98 MPa, dl2 = (4136)2 mm2
There follows
Tl2min = [12(0.374)(0.1683)( 145)(129)2]1 (12.98)(4136)2) = .008208
Tlmin = 0.0906
Calculation ofthe following auxiliary parameters( J.7.6.3.3)
u = ç2 I Pli PA I, PI= 0.0 (see J.7.6)
u = 0.0

2
V = Tl min -U = .0082
ç2 = 1_ PRI PA
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PA= 12.98 (see J.7.6)
PR= 1.35
ç2= 1- (1.351 12.98) = .8959
ç = 0.9465
Tl:!= ç2+ (v/2)+..J (v/2)2 + ç2 v w
Tl:!= 0.896 + (.0082/2) + ..J(0.0082/2)2 + 0.896(0.0082)w
Tl:!= 0.896 + 0.0041 + ..J.OOOO1681 + .00734w
w = 2[(TlI Ç)+I)] 1 [(TlI Ç)+2)]

w= 1.345- Tl2=0.999 & w= 1.345, OK,
Tl-= 0.999 - Tl= 0.999

ç = 0.9465
0< 0.9465< .999 < 1 OK
Po = (P A- PI)' {1-3. ç2 + 2.ç3 1Tl+ ç2'ln Tl2}+ PI
Po = (12.98-0.0)[ 1-3(0.896)+ (2(0.9465) 310.999) + 0.896 In(0.999)] + 0
Po=0.1125

(J.8) Edge bending moments

(J.8.I) MA=O, on both side integral connections

(J.8.2) MIl, the active fluid pressure bending moment
bs = -10.0
Às= (2bs)/d2 = -2( 10)/4230 (sign of bs must restrictly be observed) see (J .5)

= -0.00473 < 0.0
I Às I = .00473< 0.05 then MB = 0 may be assumed, but more precise:

, 2
MB = {Ps (d2-2bs) + (PD-PR)( d 1-/d2 )} (bs/4)
MB = {1(4236-2(-10» + (3-1.5) [(4136)2/4230]) (-10/4)
MB = -25783.85

(J.8.3) Me, the reactive bending moment from connected components

Me = (fF eF
2/4)(2bF/d2) + (ee2/4)..Jfe2 - 3(PT dcl4ec)2 + (es2/4)..Jfs2 - 3(Psds/4esi

fF= fp= 145 MPa
eF = 129 mm
bF= 87 mm
d2= 4236 mm
ee= 87 mm
fe= 150.5 mm
PT= 4.0 Mpa
de= 4236 mm
es= 67 mm
fs = 154.66 Mpa
Ps= 1 Mpa
ds= 4256 mm
Me = [145(129)2/4][2(87)/4236]+(872/4)..J( 150.5)2 -3[ 4(4236)/4(87)]2+(672/4)

..J154.662 -3(4256/4(67»2
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Me = 24778.83 + 235873.36 + 170800.16

Me= 331452.35

(J.8.4) MD, the reactive bending moment limitation by the tube sheet for all
edge configurations

Mo= «(fp e2p,rcd)/4){1- (PR d2/2fpep,red)2}
fp = 145 MPa
ep,red=ep= 129 mm
PR= 1.35 MPa
d2= 4236 mm
Mo= [(145 (1292»/4] {l-[1.35(4230) /2(145)(129)]2}

Mo= 589180.29

(J.8.S) Resultant bending moment M2
Due to small plastic deformations, the real value M2 approximates a value M2,opt,

being optimum for the limit load.

M2,max= Min { MA+MB+Mc. Mo}
M2,max=Min {0-25783.85+ 331452.35; 589180.29}
M2.max=Min {305668.5: 589180.29}
M2.max=305668.5

M2,min=max{MA+MB-Me; -Mo}
M2,min=max {0.0-25783.85-331452.35; -589180.29}
M2,min=max{-357236.2; -589180.29}
M2,min=-357236.2

M2,opt= [-d)2/8(1 +ÀR)] {(Po/2(2+kp »+PRÀR+POÀR2(I+ÀR/3)}
d,=4136
ÀR= 2bR/d,= 2(47)/4136= .0227 (see J.5)
PD= 3.0 (see J.7.4)
Kp= 0.374 (see J.5.2.2)
kp=0.374(1-ln T\2)=0.374(1-ln 0.9827)- kp= 0.3674
Po= 0.1233 (see ],7.6.3)
PR= 1.35
M2,opt= [-(4136)2/8(1 +.0227)]{ (0.1233/2(2+0.3674»+ 1.35(.0227)+

(3.0) (.0227)\1 + (.0227/3)}
M2,opt= -121 779

M2 = max {M2,min;min(M2,opt;M2,max)}= max {-357236.2; mine -121779; 305668.5)}
= max { -357236.2; -121779} = -121779
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(J.8.6) Pressure representing the moment
PM= M2• 8. (1+ À-R)/d2,+ PR À-R+ PD À-2R(1+ 4 À-R13)

= (-121779) (8) (1+.0227)1 (4136)2 + 1.35(.0227) + 3.0(.0227)2(1 + (.0227/3»
= -0.026

(J.9.1) Bending within the tubed region

LI = 31 Po I I [(2+kp) <I>p] (for <I>psee J.5.2.2)
LI = 3(0.1125) I (2+0.3674) (.1683) = 0.847
L2= 3 [( I Po+PM(2-À-R) 1)+ I PM À-RI )]1 [(\+kp)<Dp+ À-R]
L2= 3[( I 0.1233-.026(2-.0227) 1+1-.026(.0227) 1]1 [(1+.3674) (0.1683) +.0227]

= 0.86
L3 = [ I Po I + I Po+PM61 ]1 (<I>p+À-R)

L3 = [.1233+ I 0.1233+6(-0.026) I ]/(0.1683+.0227) =0.81

<I>B=max (LI; L2; L3) [d1
21 (12fpe/)] < = 1.0

<I>ß= max (0.847;0.86;0.81) [(41362)1 (12(\ 45) (\ 29i)]
<I>B= ( 0.86)(0.59078) = 0.51 < 1.0 O.K.

(J.9.2) Shear at the boundary of the tubed region

<l>s=[ I PR I d d I [2<I>pfpep]<= 1.0
<I>s=(1.35(4136»1 (2)(.1683)(145) (129) =0.88< 1.0 O.K.

(J.9.3) Localloading on untubed region
PR= 1.5
PD= 3.0
bu= (4250-4136)/2=57
(3.0)(57)/4250= 0.4
1.5> 0.4, no check is required

( J.9.4) Additional effect of weight
ep/d2= 129/4230 = 0.03>0.02, no check is required
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C. Calculation according to ASME Sec. VIII, Div. 1, Appendix AA

All nomenclature is according to the above appendix.

Step 1:

d*= d- 2t(E/E)(%ED/1 OO)(St/S)
% ED= percent of expanded depth= 0.0 ( no expansion)
d' = d, where d= tube out diameter= 57 mm= 2.244 in

•a= rc+ d 14
rc is the radius to outermost tube hole centre
rc = (OTL/2)- (d/2)= (4136/2) - (58/2)
rc = 2068 - 29= 2039 mm= 80.27559 in
a= 80.27559+ (2.24/4)
a= 80.835 in
Au= 2rcwu
Wu= 0.0 ( no pass partition), Au= 0.0
tlUbe=2.9 mm= 0.11417 in
x= 11: a2_ Au= 11:( 80.835)2- 0.0
x= 20528.1
p'= P ..JI + (Aulx)
p= tube pitch= 69 mm= 2.716 in
p'= p= 69 mm= 2.716 in
11=1- d'/p'
11= 1- (2.244/2.716)= 0.173 (\igment efficency)
e= (E*/E)(0.911(I-v'2)
Fig. A.2.2.1, (E*/E)= 0.16, v'= 0.46
e= (0.16)(0.91 I( 1-.462))= 0.185 (flexural efficiency)
k= bla
b= 4323/2 mm= 85.0984 in
k= 85.0981 80.835= 1.052
k-= alla
al is the imperforated ring outer radius
a)= A/2 is the outside diameter ofthe tubesheet given by 2205 mm= 86.811 in
k-= 86.8111 80.835= 1.07
kc= acla
ac is the radial channel dimension given by 2160 mm= 85.039 in
kc= 85.0393/80.835 =1.0517

Step 2:
ç= (2/n) (bid) (hs/t) (I I (I-(t/d))) (Es/Et)
Es= 195000 MPa= 28.08( 106) PSI
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Et= 193387 MPa= 27.87(106) PSI
hs is the shell thickness at the junction to the tubesheet= 67 mm = 2.63779 in
t is the nominal tube wall thickness= 2.9 mm= 0.11417 in
ç= (2/3100)(85.0984/2.244 )(67 12.9)(1/(1-(2.9/57»)(195000/193875) = 0.67
ßs= 1.285/v'bhs= 1.285/v'85.0984(2.6377)= 0.0857
ßc = 1.285/v'achc

he is the channel thickness given by 87 mm= 3.42519 in
ßc = 1.285/v'(85.039)(3.42519) = 0.075

Step 3:

J= 1.0
À.s=v(b/hs)+ (EslEt)(d/t)[v/2+ (a21 nd2)(1/(1- tld»(I- nd2/4a2)]
À.s=0.3(85.0984/2.63779)+ (2.244/0.11417)(28.08(106)/27.87(106»[(0.3/2)+
«80.835iI31 00(2.244)2)( 1I (1-(0.114173/2.244»)( 1-(31 00(2.244i/( 4( 80.835)2)]
À.s=9.678+ 19.8024[ 0.15+ 0.41859( 1I (1- .0508)(1- 0.597)] = 16.17
À-t=(v/2)( dlt)( 1-2t1d)+[ a2/ndt( 1-tld)][ 1- (nd2/4a2)( 1-(4t1d)+( 4t2Id2)]
À-t=(0.3/2)(57/2.9)( 1-(2(2.9»157) + [80.8562/«3100)(57/25.4)(2.9/25.4)( 1-

(2.9/57»] [1- (3100(57/25.4)2 I( 4( 80.852»( 1-(4(2.9 )/57)+ 4(2.92/572)]
= 2.6482+8.67[ 1- 0.597(0.8088)] = 7.14

Qe= J(utß Tt- usßTs)+ JÀ.s(Ps/Es)-(plE)[JÀ-t+(0.5Etb/Eshs)]
Qe= [12.51 (1Or6(167 .5-20)-12.42(1 Of6(145-20)+ 16.17(146/28.08( 106))_

(584/27.847( 106»[7.14+ (0.5) (27.847( 106» (85.0984)1 (2.63779(28.08(106)))]
c= .000292725+ 0.000083499- .0000211[7.14+ 15.996] e= -0.0001119

Step 4:

h= 129 mm
L is the tube length given by 4662 mm = 183.56 in
E= tube sheet modules of elasticity = 193875 MPa
Xa= 2.161 [(nEtt(d-t)/(eELa)]I/\a/hi/4

Xa= 2.161 [(3100)(0.114173)(2.129)1
(27.918(106»(0.185)( 183.56)( 80.835)] 1/\80.835/5.0787)3/4 = 12.46

~= (2.1981 Eh3)[ßshsEsb( 1+ ßsh+(ß/h212) )+ ßehc3Ecac( 1+ßch+( ß}h2/2)]
~= [2.198/(27.918) 106(5.0787)3] {0.0857(2.63779i(28.08 ( 106)(85.0984)[ 1+

0.0857(5.0787)+ (5.0787/( .0857)2/2]+ [0.075(3.42519)\27.648)( 106) (85.039)]
[1+ 0.075(5.0787+ (.075)2(3.42519il 2]}

~= [2.198/(27.918) I06(5.0787iH 0.0857(2.63779)3(28.08 (106)(85.0984 )(.0947)+
[0.075(3.42519)\27.648)( I06) (85.039)]( 1.42)} = 6.26

Ys= 0.25(K2 -1 )(K-l)- Ys
- 2 2 3
Ys = ßs hs K (I+ßsh)1 5.46

=(0.0857)2(2.63779i(1.052)3(1 + .0857(5.0787»/5.46 s= 0.016
Yb= 0.0
- 2 2 3
Ys = ßc he Ke (1+ ßch)1 5.46

= (0.075/(3.425)2( 1.0517)\1 + .075(5.0787)/5.46 = 0.0194
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YI= 0.25( 1.05172-1)( 1.0517+ I )-0.5( 1.05173 -1.0517)+ 0.01941= .019
Ys= 0.25(1.05172-1)(1.0517-1)-0.016 = -0.0146

Step 5:

Xa= 12.46, and then ZvXa= 0.08 , Zv= 0.08/12.4= 6.5(1 Or3 ( out of scale)
Zm= 0.12
<1>=(0.91 /e )(Ink' +J.l) = (0.91/0.185)( In 1.07+ 6.26) = 31.125
QI = (K-I-<1>Zv)/( I+<1>Zm)
QI= (1.0517-1-96.1 (6.5) I0.3)1 (I+ 96.1 (0.12)= -.02249 = -.0318

2 • - • .Q2= [a (PIYI+Pt Yt + PsYs-PsYs)+ BdYb]/ (I + <1>Zm)
a= 80.856
Pt= 584
Yt= .019
P*t= (Echclac)(ucöT.cutsÖTr)
Ec= 192000, Es= 195000, Etubc= 193875, Ets= 193875
Uc= 12.7(10)'6, Us= 12.4(10r6, Ut= 12.51(10r6, uts=12.5I(10r6

temperature on channel side = 190 oe, temperature on shell side= 145 oe,
temperature of tubes = 167.5 oe,
temperature of tubesheet= 167.5 oe
ÖT.c= (.5)(ÖTc+ ÖTr)= 158.75 oe
ÖT.s= .5(ÖTs+öTr)= 136.25 oe
ÖTc= 190-20= 170 oe
ÖTs= 145- 20= 125 oe
öTts= 167.5-20= 147.5 oe
öTr= (.333)(170+ 125+ 147.5)= 147.5 oe

• •P s= (Eshslb)( usö Ts -UtsÖTr)
p. s= [28.08( I06)(2.63779)/85.0984]( 12.4( I0)'6(1 36.25)- 12.51 (I45.5)( I0.6)

p.s= -135.5
P*t= (27 .648(106)(3.425196)(12. 7( I0.6)( 158.75)-12.51 (10.6)( 147.5)
P*t= 190.31
Q2= [(80.8562)(584(.019)+ 190.31 (.0194)+ 146(-.0146)-(-135.5)(.016)]/[ I+

31.125(0.12)]
Q2= 20465.27

Step 6:

Xa= 12.46, Q)= -0.0318 (out ofscale)
QZI/Xa= 0.42, QZI= 5.23 also, QZ2/ Xa3= .02, QZ2= (.02)(12.46)3= 38.68
U)= (0.5)( 12.46)4[6.5( Ior3+( 1.0517-1 )(0.12)]
U)= 153.1
Pea2/ 2= [bEshsQe- JçQ2U)- 0.5(ps- pt)a2(K2 -I )]/[ I+ Jç(QZ I+ (K-l )QZ2]
Pea2/2= [(85.04)(28.08)(106)(2.637795)(-.000 1119)- (.67)(20465.27)( 153.1)

- 0.5(146-584)(80.856/«(1.07)2-1)]/ {I+ 0.67[5.23+ (1.07 - 1)(38.68)]}
= -411056.06
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Pe= -125.75

Q3= QI +Q2/(Pea2/2) 3= -0.0318+ 20465.27/(-411056.06) = -0.08
2Fm= 0.03 (out ofscale)
Fm= 0.015
crb= (2a/h)2( 1.5)F mPe/11
a= 80.856
h= 5.0787
Fm= 0.015
Pe= -125.75
11=0.173
crb= (2(80.856)/5.0787i[(1.5)(.015)(-125.75)/0.713] = 115 MPa
allowable stress according to table (2.2.4)
crallow= 1.50S= 1.5(8/3)(145)= 580 MPa

Also for the ASME material, the allowable stress, from table (2.2.3), is 138 MPa
which results in crallow= 552 MPa.

Step 7:

Shear stress:
t= Peal (211h)
t= (-125.75)(80.856)/(2(0.173)(5.0787)) = -40.2 MPa

If temperature effect not to be considered, then
d.= d= 57 mm
a= 2053.7 mm
Au= 0.0
x= rra2= 20535.7
p'= p= 69 mm= 2.716
11= 1- d./p'
11= 1- (2.244/2.716)= 0.173 (ligament efficency)

• •e= 0.185 where E /E= 0.16, v = 0.46
b= 85.0984
k=b/a=2160/2053.7= 1.0517
k-= al/ a= 1.07
kc= 1.05, ç= 0.67,ßs= 0.0857, ßc= 0.075, Às= 16.17'/..1= 7.14
Recall also, ps= 146 , Pt= 584
J= 1.0
Qc= J(at~Tt- as~Ts+ JÀs(Ps/Es)- (Pt/Et)[nt+ 0.5(E1b/Eshs)]
or with no temperature

Qe= 16.17(pJEs)- (p/E1)[7.14+ 0.5Et(85.0984)/1.22Es]
Qe= 16.17[ 146/28.08(1 06)]_ [584/ 27.847728( I06)]/ {7.14+ [0.5(27.87728( 106»

(85.0984)/ [ 28.08(106)(2.63779527)]}
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= 0.000084- 0.00048557 = - 0.00040157

The following parameters remain the same:
Xa= 12.46, ~ = 6.26, Y5= -0.0146, Yt= 0.019, <l> = 31.125, QI= -0.0318, Zm= 0.12
Then
p't= 0.0, P'5= 0.0
Qz= (80.856i[ 584(.019)+ 146(-0.0146)]/ [ 1+ 31.125(0.12)]
Qz= 12377.3
U)= 153.1

Pea2/2 = {(85.0984) (28.08) (106)(2.637795276)(-0.00040157)-
(0.67)(12377.3)(153.1)- 0.5(146-584) (80.856)z(1.07z-I)}/ {I+
0.67[5.23+ (1.07-1)38.68]) = -568727.94

Q3= Q)+ Qz/ (Pe aZ/2)
Q3= -.0318+ (12377.3/(-568727.94»

Q3= -0.054
2Fm= 0.05-.Fm= 0.025
CJb=(2a/hi[1.5 Fm PeI'l]
CJb=[2(80.856)/5.07874]z[ (1.5)(.025)(-174)]/0.173 = -265.53 MPa

T= Peal 2TJh
T= (-174)(80.856)/[2(0.173)(5.07874)] = 56 MPa
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